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Author incites
protest at Pacific
CHRISTINE NEILL
Pacifican News Editor
"When do heaven and
earth change places? It is
when the liar is being wel
comed and complimented."
This and several other
comments were printed on a
handout protesting author
and ex-Viet Cong sympa
thizer Le Ly Hayslip, who
spoke at the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall last Thursday.
Hayslip is the author of
When Heaven and
Earth
Change Places and Child of
War, Women and Peace.

She was asked to speak on
campus because of her life
experiences.
Hayslip, 48, was 15 when
she aided the Viet Cong dur
ing the war until she was
captured by the South
Vietnamese.
The Viet Cong betrayed
her and called her a spy. She
was supposed to be execut
ed, but was released.
Still, today Hayslip does
not speak out against the
Communist
government
despite disapproval from
many Vietnamese immi
grants
who
fled
the
'ommunist
government

after the fall of Saigon.
Between 50 and 100 peo
ple marched outside the
concert hall chanting words
of
protest
such
as
"Communist
liar"
and
"Communist
killer"
as
Hayslip spoke.
"She's telling lies," said
Phu Le of San Jose. "I know,
because I come from the
same background. I want to
pose questions to her after
she's done."
The question-and-answer
session turned into a shout
ing match and a microphone
had to be taken away from
at least one member of the
audience.
Hayslip defended her
actions by saying that she
was trying to stay alive.
She said that she would
cook and sing for the Viet
Cong if they were in control
of the village and that she
would do the same if the
South Vietnamese were in
control.
She also said that she was
glad to see the war end even
if the Communists were in
control.
"The Communists are cor
rupt," said Nguyen Viet
Nhan of Stockton, adding

Wilson to
speak at
ceremony
BY ERIN LEWIS
Pacifican Staff Writer

When a group of UOP stu
dents discovered that Gov.
Pete Wilson was chosen to
speak
at
this
year's
Convocation, they respond
ed by painting the message
'Donkey go home' on the
rock in front of Khoury Hall.
No matter that Wilson is a
member of the Republican
Party, a group represented by
an elephant, not a donkey.
Soon after, 'Just say no to
Pete Wilson' was painted on
s the rock and the message
u from some UOP students
t became clear.
Senior Monique Velarde,
Protesters show their opposition to aurnor Le Ly nuy^y.
president pro tempore of
ASUOP, said she was
"We
need
freedom
for
our
shocked
when she found out
"They don't want our people
Wilson
was
the scheduled
country
so
that
it
can
get
bet
to have our own ideas and
ter
and
the
economy
can
get
speaker.
freedom. They want money
"It was a slap in the face.
and that just goes straight better. Without freedom our
I'm
a Republican, but what
people
will
remain
very,
into their pockets and not to
he's done for the education
very poor," Nhan said.
the people."
"We are willing to get system has harmed it more
Nhan began to weep as he
together
to try and reconcile, than helped it," she said.
spoke of how his brother
Velarde cited Propositions
but
right
now we are
was taken out of Saigon
supported by Wilson, such as
protesting
what
we
see
as
University
and
killed
pro-Communist propagan 209 (affirmative action), 187
because he wouldn t cooper
(no schooling or medical
da.
This is not the way."
ate with the Communists.
treatment for illegal immi
grants) and 227 (removal of
bilingual education), for
C
A
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eta in negotiations for Pacific House

CHRISTINE NEILL
Paciflcan News Editor
The Pacific House on
Pacifc Avenue could possi
bly soon be home to another
organization as soon as next
Fall.
Earlier this semester the
Office of Residential Life and
Housing solicited letters of
interest and proposals from
student groups regarding
the possible use of the
Pacific House.
Two groups responded to
the solicitation-the current
graduate students who live
there and the Phi Delta Theta
fraternity.
Phi
Delt
has
been
approved for the recommen
dation and the final decision
should be made before the
end of the semester.
"We are still in the negoti
ation stage," said Noah
Gold-Jacobson, president of
Phi Delta Theta.
"Our attorney is still talk
ing with the University, so
there is nothing definite
yet," he said.
"We will be really excited
to move if this happens."
Graduate students, how
ever, are not as excited.
"I think the general idea
of the house is that we
weren't given a fair shake,"
said Trisha Williams, Grad
House resident.
"I don't think that (UOP)
Housing expected the grad
students to be so strong and
to put together a good pro
posal," she said.
In any case, there will be
facilities made available for
graduate students wishing

tion.
A university meai ,
must be purchased by 5
y each
resident.
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The house on Pacific Avenue may soon be home to another Greek organization this Fall.
to remain on campus if they
are not granted use of the
house next semester.
"The C-Section of the
Townhouses and Manor Hall
will be available for gradu
ate and non-traditional stu
dents to live in if they wish,"
said Judith Chambers, vice
president of Student Life.
Those students will be
given priority for both of
these locations.
She also said that if Phi
Delt were to move into the
house there would be cer
tain
requirements
they
would have to meet before
the final decision is made.
Those requirements, spec
ified in a letter written by

Comfortable living...
at Adobe Haciendas

— Spacious 1 & 2 Bedrooms —
• QUIET & SHADY
• 2 INVITING SWIMMING POOLS
• PRIVATE BALCONIES 6 PATIOS
• 2 NEW LAUNDRIES
• AIR CONDITIONED
• GAS INCLUDED
• FREE BASIC CABLE
• NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH PROGRAM
• ON SITE SECURITY

478-1950
39 GATEWAY CT OFF EL DORADO & MARCH LN

Mff'i

Jim Falcone are:
36 with a targeted goal of 42
• A Residential Life staff applicants.
will be hired in a full-time
• The room rate for double
capacity to live within the occupancy will be the same
house. This person would be as traditional residence hall
selected by the University room rate of $2,600 for the
with input from the organi 1998-99 academic year.
zation awarded the house.
• The house will be an
• The occupancy agree alcohol-free facility. Alcohol
ment will be year to year.
cannot be consumed or dis
• The group must guaran tributed on any common
tee a minimum occupancy of area or as a community func-

Support

May 1 through May 24,1998

Repair

COMPAQ.
Compaq

Apple

Packard Bell „
,BM
pactum Bail

Printers
& Laptops
New and
Refurbished
Computers

:!>
'

Upgrades
On-Slte
Service

Music and Lvrics bv Jerry Herman
Book by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee
Directed by Greg Morales
Musical Director Chris Anderson
Specialty Choreography by Maria Zaragoza

Box Office 473-2424
24 Hour Phone Service
Tickets

Adults $13 & $15
Students/Seniors $11 & $13
CLOSE TO MALLS
& COLLEGES

Brother

STOCKTON CIVIC THEATRE

Curtain Times:
Thursdays 7:30 pm
Fridays & Saturdays 8 pm
J
Matinees
2:30 pm
"Sunday
' s 2:3

2312 Rose Marie l ane ' Stm-JcM"

X

• A $1 million insurance
policy for liablity and prop,
erty damage is preferred A
security deposit of $3,000
will be requested.
When asked whether or
not the fraternity would
have difficulty complying
with these regulations, Gold
Jacobson was confident.
"We will definitely have
to comply with the regula
tions that the university
requests," he said.
"With the issue of alcohol
it won't mean that we won't
have parties, it will just
mean that we will have to
have them elsewhere."
Gold-Jacobson said that
the fraternity has had to
move a few of its parties off
campus anyway because of
the number of people that
attend conflicts with Public
Safety's limits.
"Public Safety has really
cracked down and will only
allow 250 people at an oncampus party," he said.
If the fraternity accepts
the offer and complies with
the requirements they may
be able to move in as early as
Fall 1998.

'Some Restrictions Apply

Custom Built
Computers

Call Us For All Your
Computer Needs!
EMERGENCY SERVICE AVAILABLE^
r LOCATION! \

Ralph's Software & Computers
429 East March Lane, Suite.

(Just East 0( FOOD 4 LESS. March Lane S El Dora
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Posting student
limited
>y court ruling
Impact on Pacific not yet known
AMBER BOLLMAN
The Daily Free Press
(Boston U.)

The practice is now explic
itly forbidden because of that
correspondence, instead, uni
versifies must develop alter
(U-WIRE) BOSTON — native methods of grade
Boston University students reporting to ensure the priva
checking
doors cy of students' marks.
and hallways
U
O
P
"This year, we got a
for their grades
Provost Philip
will soon be little note posted to G i l b e r t s o n
staring at bare
said
Pacific
the bottom. It
walls.
might need to
basically said that, examine its
College pro
fessors are no because of this new current proce
onger allowed
dures
for
privacy and
to post grades
grade posting
confidentiality
publicly using
in light of the
legislation,
we are r u l i n g .
student names
or
Social no longer allowed to G i l b e r t s o n
while
said
Security num
post grades."
Pacific faculty
bers,
to a new federal
-Dietrich Orlow have typically
court, • •
used student
Social Security
tation of the 1
1974
Educational numbers as a way to identify
students on grade sheets
[Rights and Privacy Act.
Traditionally, BU profes without using names, the pri
sors—like many across the mary concern was to protect
country—have chosen to post student academic privacy.
BU
professors
were
grades outside their class
rooms or offices, usually list informed of the new restric
ing grades by college ID num tion when they picked up
bers, which often correspond their annual instructions for
See Grades, page 4
to Social Security numbers.
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Wilson.
Continued from page 1
tude toward him.
"He means well, I think,
but he doesn't look at the
long-term effects," she said.
"He's really ruining educa
tion with this."
Provost Philip Gilbertson,
along
with
President
DeRosa and other Cabinet
members, chose Wilson as
the guest speaker for
Convocation.
Gilbertson said the choice
was timely because of
Wilson's and UOP's concur
rent support for Cal Grants.
"The state Cal Grant pro
gram here is one of the best
in the country," he said.
"The governor has been a
leader in proposing and con
tinuing support for that."
Gilbertson explained that
'Donkey go home' was also part of the message an unknown
UOP, specifically, matches
group recently painted on the rock near Pacific's Khoury Hall.
Cal Grant awards with UOP
Tibbens added that he is a
scholarships, dollar to dol object," he said.
"But we're a university— little embarrassed about the
lar, for eligible students.
"No other school in the that's part of what a univer controversy involved with
students planning to protest
state has made that offer," sity is."
Velarde said she believes and picket.
he said.
"Convocation is a special
Gilbertson is aware that that the choice of a political
some students might dis figure—no matter what his or time for everyone, so I
agree with Wilson's policies, her views are—is inappropri wouldn't want to cause a
but he says that a certain ate for a ceremony such as ruckus for parents," he said.
Velarde and other stu
amount of disagreement is Convocation.
dents said they plan to walk
Gilbertson disagrees.
'healthy'.
"Our mission statement out during Wilson's speech,
"I think we understand
prepares
students to become but Velarde said that walk
that the governor has taken
ing out quietly is the key.
a variety of positions on a citizen leaders," he said.
"If I can help it, and if
Junior Brian Tibbens said
number of issues; it's not
plans
to
attend other students can help it,
surprising that there would he
be groups of students that Convocation because Wilson we want to be very classy,"
she said.
is speaking.
Gilbertson
said
that
"It's pretty distinguished
to have the governor talk at Wilson, like all Convocation
speakers, will not be paid.
the University," he said.

The women of Alpha Phi would
like to congratulate our graduating
seniors and wish them the best of luck
on their future endeavors.
We'll miss you!

nmomm.
CENTEPS Of AMERCA
We Ship Anything, Anywhere Headed home? Head to Pak Mail first
Pak Mail has boxes and all moving supplies
to safely package your belongings We'll
pack everything for you and ship ii to arrive
where you want it, when you want it. Don t
make your move without Pak Mail

% OFF !
!I 10
UPS SHIPPING I
|Crtta§»«l **»——& 0K«

k-.-------

Becky Bryan
Erin Cleary
Ce Ce Colton
ige
Katie Deatheraj
iele
Tonya DeMichel
Donna Ferrari
Ann-Marie Godfrey
Cori Holmes
Sarahwmtm
Langendorff
Jennifer Lessner

Aimee Lewis
Laura Ochoa
Sarah Olstad
Bobbie Petersen
Erica Selvaggio
Michelle Thomas
Tonya Tocchini
Crissv Van Etten
Asfdey Viso
Lisa Weinhofer

Campus Crime Report

Students bear it all
at final Alpha Sig
Exotic Erotic Ball

April 23,1998 through April 30, 1998
Prepared by Shannon Witcher

THEFT
Where
WPC
StaggWay
Grace Covell Hall
Price House

When
Apr 23
Apr 23
Apr 29
Apr 29

Library

Apr 29

Loss
Newspaper racks
Bicycle
Bicycle
Cash taken from
room.
Bicycle parts

BY CAROLYN SLEETH
Senior staff writer
Stanford Daily

VANDALISM
Where
Atchley Way

When
Apr 24

Stadium Drive

Apr 29

What
Car door kicked
in.
Vehicle spray
painted.

DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
Where
North Service Road

Worn
Apr 28

What
Driver arrested.

BURGLARY
Where
Delta Gamma Sorority

Apr 19-20

Casa Jackson

Apr 13

What
Purse contents from
room.

MISCELLANEOUS
Where
Rotunda

Wh£n
Apr 26

Brookside Drive

Apr 26

Spanos Center

Apr 26

Y&M
Warrant arrest
($5,000)
(3 arrested)
Subject turned
over to friends.

DID YOU KNOW?

time'

Pubkc Safety officers provided 103 hours of foot
patrol 13 hours of bike patrol, found 14 open windows/doors, provided 2
escorts, assisted 8stranded motorists and contacted 16 suspicious persons. If you
ISf-S**? any of the information providedm this report, you are

6nCOUT006{| to

or

Grades
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Continued from page 3
reporting final exam grades.
"This year, we got a little
note posted to the bottom,"
said College of Arts and
Sciences history professor
Dietrich Orlow.
It basically said that,
because of this new privacy
and confidentiality legisla
tion, we are no longer
allowed to post grades."
According to school offi
cials, however, the ruling will

W/V<ic4nrv A

not change BU's sometimes
overlooked policy, which has
always been to keep student
records confidential.
"This is basically a reitera
tion of a policy which has
existed at BU for some time,"
said
Assistant Registrar
Melissa Janot. "But often, we
have new teachers who come
in and aren't aware of the pol
icy. They're accustomed to
different rules and regulations
than ours, and it's never made
clear to them."

1r*.

t

BU spokesman Colin Riley
said professors who post
grades by BU ID or Social
Security number are often
responding
to
student
requests to do so.
BU professors have also
been promised an alternative
means of interim grade
reporting for the fall: The
memo given to professors
said students will be able to
view test scores and paper
grades through the Student
Link next semester.

there was "definitely a hopethat another house would con
tinue the tradition. This Exotic
Erotic will be Macdonald's
fifth; he attended the party as
pro fro in 1994.

A 36-year tradition of nudi
ty and lasciviousness was
ended Friday night when
MacDonald said that the
Alpha Sigma hosted its last Popularity of the party has
Exotic Erotic Ball.
sometimes wavered.
Noted by both Rolling
In 1991 and 1992, several
Stone and the Los Angeles arrests, most of whom were
Times for its infamous exhibi non-Stanford
students,
tionism, Exotic Erotic is one of occurred at the party, and the
the largest parties on campus. University put Alpha Sig on
"Everyone sees it their own temporary social probation.
way," said house financial Afterward, for a few years,
manager Kim Coffey, a junior. Exotic Erotic was less popular,
"It's a combination of freedom an event with "about 10 guys
and debauchery.
to one girl," MacDonald said.
"The real philosophical
But three years ago, popu
question is 'Is it sketchier to be larity returned, and the event
naked, or sketchier to be now attracts between 400 and
clothed among a lot of naked 500 people. Exotic Erotic
people?' "
began in 1962 as the "Pimp
Sophomore Mack Cole- and Prostitute Party," hosted
Edelsack agreed. "But how by Alpha Sig as a fraternity,
naked is naked?" he asked.
but the name changed to
Partygoers wear everything Exotic Erotic in 1972, accord
- or nothing. Women often go ing to Chris Pandolfo, Class of
in bras and underwear; for '97, who was house manager
men, boxers and Speedos are in 1995.
the norm.
Alpha Sig is known for its
"But creativity is strongly raunchy character, so Exotic
encouraged," Coffey said. She Erotic's style is no surprise.
fondly remembered an Alpha "It's white trash," junior Owen
Sig resident who wore nothing Brizgys told The Daily earlier.
but a table, held on by sus
"It has a 'Raising Arizona^
penders, and a beer glass with meets 'Drugstore Cowboy
a sign that read "I'll drink you kind of feel."
under the table."
This year, the house staff
Junior Steve Kessler said planed exorbitant decorations,
his favorite costume involved including a "Bouncy Castle
three latex gloves. The man and a pudding pool.
"Just imagine it - bouncing
"had two on his hands and the
other on his..."
naked people!" Cole-Edelsac
Another infamous costume said.
There was also a search
is the Swamp Woman, who,
according to resident Alex light, inflatable dolls an ,
Kulungowski, a senior, attends according to Coffey, the entry
Exotic Erotic each year com was an opening between two
pletely naked, painted entirely enormous legs. "It will be like
the opposite of giving birth,
with greenish-brown paint.
Because the house Alpha Coffey said.
„
"It's a crazy time,
Sigma will become the Delta
Delta Delta sorority house Kulungowski said. "Even our
next fall, this year's Exotic cook comes. He dresses '
Erotic is being touted as the leather and everything.
last.
The party has a World
Tyson MacDonald, a senior Wide Web site at:
who was house manager of http: / / zonker.stanford.edu/ Alpha Sig two years ago, said exotic
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946-2114
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ED
Quote of the
Week
In every
generation
there has to
be some fool
who will
speak the
truth as he
sees it
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Pete Wilson undeserving of student criticisms
Freedom of speech is one
of the greatest rights in the
United States. It can also be
one of the most dangerous
rights. Free speech does not
necessarily mean intellectu
al speech. Free speech
which consequently means
free thought guarantees
every person or group the
right to say what is on that
person or group's mind.
Many students may have
noticed the expressions of
free speech liberally painted
on "the rock" last week. The
words
"Pete
Wilson,
unwanted at UOP" and "go
home donkey" were direct
ed toward the Governor.
These comments are seem
ingly a protest against Pete
Wilson
speaking
at
Convocation this year.
These words are not exactly
the most intellectual cri
tique, but a point is made.
What that point is remains
to be answered. Is the point
that any one person or
group is capable of painting

verbal attacks directed
toward California's gover
nor on a rock? The point
could be that any person
with a can of spray paint
can put thoughtless expres
sions on a rock for all to see.
Whatever the point may be,
the fact remains that there
was seemingly little thought
put into this act, and stu
dents should take little con
cern over such acts.
Students who know any
thing about politics should
be somewhat bothered by
the words "go home don
key." The donkey is the
mascot of the Democratic
party. Pete Wilson is a
Republican. This brings fur
ther question to the motives
or intellect of any individual
responsible for this personal
attack against Governor
Pete Wilson.
As Governor of California
and a politician, Pete Wilson
receives many criticisms
and may deserve most of
them. Other people criticiz

ing his political views and
decisions are requirements
of his job, as well as that of
any other politician. This
does not mean that a group
should call Pete Wilson
names, which is all that the
phrases on the rock were.
One can only assume that
the individuals responsible
for this attack disagree with
Pete Wilson from a political
standpoint. If this is the
case, then these individuals
should have attacked the
political views of our
Governor. This group chose
to start a playground fight
with the Governor, a fight
which consists of nothing
but ill-advised and unsub
stantiated name calling.
This group has jeopardized
everything that it might
stand for with this thought
less attack.
Many
students
owe
Governor Wilson some
degree of thanks and don't
even realize it. Pete Wilson
was invited to speak at con

vocation due to his influ
ence with the Cal-Grant
program. Any student
receiving a Cal-Grant here
at UOP knows how helpful
it can be. With help from
Pete Wilson, the Cal-Grant
has seen substantial raises
since the beginning of
Wilson's
service
as
Governor. This does not
mean students must agree
with or even like Wilson,
but everyone should have
respect for him.
Pete Wilson may have
made some mistakes in the
eyes of students and
California residents, but he
is still the Governor and
must be treated with some
degree of respect. If stu
dents here at UOP disagree
with
some
of
the
Governor's actions, then
specify and criticize those
actions. Students should not
make arguments personal.
When they do, their intellec
tual contentions become
childish quarrels.

, „ majority of the newspaper editors, mat's your view? Mail us a letter, drop one off at our office on the third floor of Hand
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Prescribing consistency and
judgment for the Health Center
JOSEPH DE VERA
Pacifican Staff Writer

if
m i

There is an important
building on campus on
which the entire student
body relies. This building
houses an sorts of drugs,
several types of needles, and
alcohol guaranteed to knock
you out after two table
spoons. The Cowell Student
Health Center offers an of
these, such as Advil, Tylenol,
needles for blood tests and
shots, and of course, the
night-time sniffling, sneez
ing, coughing, aching,... so
you can rest medicine.
Many students have gone
there for various reasonsblood tests, ear infections,
sprained ankles, stomach
pains, allergies, the flu, etc...
With over three thousand
students to serve, any num
ber of things can happen.
The staff at the clinic is
trained to deal with an of
these needs. Students have
gone to the Health Center
and have left feeling better.

Unfortunately, success sto
ries like those have not
always been the case.
Many students leave the
Health Center confused, and
sometimes upset. I am not
questioning the ability and
competence of the staff, but
many students, like myself,
have questioned the consis
tency and judgment that the
nurses and doctors make.
The nurses must treat the
students when doctors are
not present and they must
prescribe medication as
well. Many students have
questioned the nurses in
their judgment of prescrib
ing medication. For exam
ple, a friend of mine went to
the Health Center because of
what she believed was an
ear infection. The attending
nurse told her that there was
some bacteria in her ear and
prescribed her a certain type
of medication. However,
after two weeks the infection
had not gone away. She went
back to the Health Center to
see a doctor. The doctor had

told her that it was not bac
teria, but that she had a
Severe Viral infection. He
also told her that the nurse
prescribed her the wrong
medication. My friend was
very upset.
In my personal experi
ence, I visited the Health
Center for some type of
medication for a cold. I
needed ease my sore throat
and constant coughing. I
was very congested and
very tired from my lack of
sleep. The nurse I saw told
me that I had allergies
because it was the beginning
of allergy season, and that a
lot of students were going to
the Health Center because of
their allergies. I went to the
Health Center because I had
a cold. Just because every
other student went to the
Health Center for allergies
does not mean that I should
be compared to them. The
nurse gave me some energy
pills which I took willingly,
but I did ask questions on
the spot. I asked her if she

1

was 100% sure that I had
allergies, and she said I did.
I took the allergy pills which
helped my sinus problems
and congestion, but did not
help at all with my sore
throat. In this situation I
question the judgment of the
nurse.
I can guarantee that many
students can back me up
with their experiences at the
student clinic. I have heard
many
complaints from
unhappy patients. We, as
students, rely on the Health
Center for any medical prob

lems, concerns, or emergen
cies. They are friendly and
helpful. They ask questions
to evaluate the problems;
however, their evaluations
can be questionable at times.
Students do not want to hear
other students complaining
about a very critical place on
campus. Instead, students
want to feel comfortable
going to the Health Center
because the relationship
between doctors, nurses,
and patients is based on
trust.

LI I

lai

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS MILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.

6262 West Lane
955-5680
rv-|
Bargain Matinees in ()

1'

Advance Ticket Sales
Available at the Box Office

I Deep Impact - PGI3
Daily: (1:40,2:25,4:20,5:00) 7:00,
7:40,9:40,10:15
Early Shows Fri-Sun (11:00,11:40)

|Woo - R

—

Daily: (3:05,5:05) 7:45,9:45
Early Shows Fri-Sun (11:05,1.05)

[ Black Dog - R
Daily: (2:35,4:55) 7:10,9:30
Early Show Fri-Sun (12:15)

'The Finest in Italian & American Cuisine"
Catering For All Occasions And Sizes Of Parties
Receptions • Parties • Banquets Buffets
Meetings • Picnics/BBQ Business Events

|Les Miserables - PGI3
Daily: (2:00,4:40) 7:25,10:05
Early Show Fri-Sun (11:25)

|Suicide Kings - R
Fri-Sun: (11:45) Mon-Thur: (2:05)

[The Big Hit - R
Daily: (2:40,4:50) 7:20,9:35
Early Show Fri-Sun (12:35)

up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default
And debtrelief is just one of the many benefits
youH earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

[Object of My Affection - R
Daily: (4:35) 7:30,9:50
Early Show Fri-Sun (2:05)

|The Players Club - R
Daily: (4:45) 7:35,9:55

I Barney's Great
|Adventure - G
Daily: (2:20)
Early Show Fri-Sun (12:25)

Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment
Each year you serve
on activeduty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or$1,500, which
ever amount is greater,

Pastably the Best
Homemade Raviolis
and Pastas

STOCKTON

948-6609

1563 E. Fremont St.
(Fremont & Wilson)

1-800-USA-ARMY

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN Bit
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Checchi's education fiasco and Harman using Clinton
ERIC DEWEES
Managing Editor

The Sacramento Bee reports
that Democrats Harman and
Davis are upset that Diane
The latest turn of events in Eastin has appeared in com
the Democratic race for gover mercials for A1 Checchi.
nor is enough to make even Democrat Eastin said only that
people who don't regularly Checchi would sign her
follow politics laugh.
pledge to increase spending on
Democratic candidate A1 public schools upwards of $6
Checchi told the San Francisco billion per year. Checchi, how
Chronicle, when asked about ever, declined to say where the
whether he understood the money would come from.
problems of millions of par
"Checchi's plans to spend
ents who send their kids to over $25 million trying to con
public schools, he replied he vince California voters he's the
would not "sacrifice his chil best guy to increase school
dren's future" by sending spending to the $6 billion
them to a state public school. level," said CRP Political
And while his children enjoy Director Mike Madrid. "Why
the privilege of attending pri not just write the check and
vate school and while public give it directly to schools, and
education is the cornerstone of cut out the middle man?"
his campaign, he condemns
Some questions arise as a
school choice alternatives to result of Checchi's confused
allow children of lower and position on education. First
middle class families a similar off, how many lunches would
opportunity. Instead of offer the $50,000 Checchi spent on
ing substantive solutions to his hospitality suite at the
California's education prob Democrat convention have
lems,
Checchi
recently purchased for Los Angeles
pledged
to
State school kids? How many local
Superintendent of Public school districts will be outInstruction Delaine Eastin (in spent by A1 Checchi's cam
exchange for a spot in a com paign this year?
Finally,
mercial) to throw 6 billion tax would the $1000 donation
payer dollars per year at the Checchi gave to Harman's
problem, without saying congressional campaign been
where the money would come better invested buying her an
from!
education policy?

Farewell librarians

Dear Editor,

My time here at UOP is
coming to a close. I have had
the benefit of studying under
some great teachers and will
never forget the knowledge I
have obtained. I have found
the campus to be a beautiful
place and will be proud to con
sider my self analumni. Before
I go, however, I would like to
extend a gracious thanks to a
particular group of individu
als that seldom get the recogni
tion they deserve. Most stu
dents see them all the time and
generally take their services
for granted. I am talking about
the librarians here at UOP.
Now it is a well known fact
that UOP does not have the
biggest library around, espe
cially for science majors.

Several times I have endured
the long drive to Berkeley or
Davis to use their well stocked
library. However, I have taken
advantage of our library's
resources and I was amazed at
how much our library has to
offer. Most students are not
aware that, if given a few days,
our librarians can get a copy
(or sometimes the actual book)
from almost any library in the
country!
Many times I have had
questions about where to
locate a book and the librari
ans, and even some of the stu
dents working there, were able
to point me in the right direc
tion, even the exact shelf. Not
only did they know what they
were talking about, they were
very friendly. Think about it
folks, these people know this

San

Francisco

Chronicle

columnist Ken Garcia said,
"You have to give A1 Checchi
credit. For a guy who has
never held elective office, he
can evade the truth, mislead
the public and gamely attack
his opponents as well as any
seasoned
politician...A1
Checchi will say, do and spend
almost anything to get elect
ed."
Al Checchi was instructed

by the White House last week
to stop featuring Bill Clinton in
his campaign advertising.
Now, according to the L.A.
Times, the Jane Harman cam
paign says it "cannot allow the
Checchi campaign to promote
the false perception that Mr.
Checchi enjoys a special rela
tionship
with
President
Clinton." Therefore, according
to the San Jose Mercury News,
Harman has begun running

her own ads featuring the
president and inferring hi
support
for
u/
Although White House
prevents unauthorized use of
the president's image in campaign advertising, "they were
happy that the president is so
popular that candidates are
fighting to use his picture." A
Harman spokesman said her
ads
suggest
that,
Clinton...admires her.

Honor students may receive
too much special treatment
CHRIS HOFFMAN
Pacifican Staff Writer

nities in which to receive a room within
Southwest. They can apply for the spedai
rooms sectioned for their particular use and
apply for a regular room as well.
Southwest is one of the more popular resi
dence halls. Most students generally have to
wait until their sophomore or junior year
before getting a room there. Southwest
receives a large amount of appii-

Residents halls £iave been a part of most of
our lives here at UOP. This is due to the
mandatory two years we must live on campus
as freshman and sophomores. Within the resi
dence hall experience, themed dorms have
become an ever-present attribute. I
question the fairness of themed
cants each year. The new honors
"I Question
communities here at UOP, which
,
,
section
bypasses the normal sys
t
may exclude students wishing to
the fairness tem in which a room might be
live within them.
of themed gained. By guaranteeing roughly
Themed residence halls serve to
50 rooms to these students, indi
allow students with common inter communities viduals that might have received
ests to live in the same community.
here at
one of those rooms through the
This promotes friendship and
regular system will be overlooked.
UOP..."
acceptance through a common
With this in consideration, it
interest. These
offer
----- residence halls -"v..
appears that students which have
opportunities for students to become comfort- not met the honors program criteria are to be
able with the living arrangements they have penalized for it. They do not receive the privichosen for the school year. In the case of first lege of a double opportunity for a room in
year students, this becomes very important Southwest. In this sense, the honors students
uring the process of adaptation.
are portrayed as a separate entity within the
It can be disappointing when a student student body. They even become a separate
earns they did not receive the residence hail entity within the living community of
of their choice due to the fact that he/she is Southwest.
not an honors student. This has become just
Aptitude is important in determining the
me case at the Southwest residence hall. Here, criteria for classes within any university,
titty or so rooms have been partitioned solely However, aptitude should not dictate which
or honor student occupation. This means that residence hall one lives. This double opportutionors students essentially have two opportu- nity is unfair and should be reconsidered.

library for us. They know it so
we don't have to. Not only can
they help us; within
the library,
—
—u'
I have received help over the
phone.
p
one.
I am vigorously trying to
complete my thesis right now
and it requires an incredible
amount of literary research. I
decided to take advantage of
the Internet and search
Berkeley's library web page in
the hope of findmg what I
needed. I got so confused, I

ended up calling our library to
figure out what I needed to do.
"K UUIOUOIL
cautu up
The
librarian ended
up going
to her desk and jumping on
the
nn
the same web dspp
page IT wss
was on
and took me through it step by
step over the phone. I eventually got back on track and
found the article I was looking
for. I was so bewildered that
she would take time out of her
schedule to help me search c
library other than her own.
There have been more

instances like this one, but for
me to
lu list
iisi them
men' all would be
beyond the scope of this lettei

Let me just say that our librar
pxtreme benefit ti
extreme
this campus and Im slia
many other students (at
the ones who know where the
library is) agree. So, to
librarians....THANK Jf
FOR A JOB WELL DONESincerely;
Derik Stone
ianc
an
ians aw
are an

ME T R O
T H E

ALEX ZAMANSKY
METRO EDITOR
946-2114
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Eberhardt School of Business
Student Association brings
faculty and students together
ALEX ZAMANSKY
Metro Editor
What
Pacific
calls
College
of
the Pacific
Association (COPA), the
School of Business calls
Eberhardt
School
of
Business, or more common
ly
known
as
SBPA.
President Tami Nietschke
states that, "SPBA supports
the Business school's clubs,
as well as provides the con
nection from the Business

School
to
ASUOP
(Associated Students of the
University of the Pacific)."
SPBA main purpose and
goals include trying to
"bring the students and the
faculty together." The club
has been rather successful in
the past as it has held events
such as the Spring BBQ and
the Senior Banquet, and
hosted many speakers that
have come to offer insight to
the business students.
Led by Advisor Professor

Tom Brierton, who is on
sabbatical this semester,
SPBA provides opportuni
ties for business students by
holding
Resume
Workshops. It is this type of
events that allows business
students to further enhance
their skills and become
more knowledgeable in the
area of real world business.
Nietschke states that,
"SBPA is a professional and
social organization to which
all UOP Business students

Pacifican of the Week

Freshman advantages
her work and helping to organize
LARA ZAMANSKY
and run some of the most talked
Pacifican Staff Writer
about programs on campus.
Teri Allbright is the Special
Most students here at the
University of the Pacific don't know Projects Coordinator of Life Long
that if you walk across the street, Learning. She enjoys her work very
much and she has
there is a little office
spent the last five
that accomplishes big
years putting her
things. This office is
time and effort into
located in McConchie
different programs
Hall and in this office
for UOP. Allbright
many wonderful pro
runs the Freshman
grams are developed
A d v a n t a g e
and passed on to the
Program
which
students
of
UOP.
allows
incoming
Wonderful
programs
freshman to get a
and
nice
people
jump start on col
describe the Office Of
lege life by having
Life Long Learning. The
summer
classes
programs offered at Life
designed
for
them
Long Learning include jeri Allbright
to
get
ahead
in
summer programs, and
their
classes
or
to
classes you can take if
you are interested in a certain sub help them get admitted to the
ject or if you just need an extra unit school. The Pain Management
to help you on your way to gradua Program is a home study program
tion. As for the people, they are for medical workers. Drug and
always able to help you with any Alcohol Counselor Certification
questions you may have and they Program is a popular program that
also make their working environ usually adults take for four years to
ment a comfortable one. One lady in be able to counsel others about
particular has dedicated herself to drugs and alcohol.

See Pacifican, page 13

belong."
However, she says that
she would like the "club," if
you will, to "hold more
events and activities that are
student-oriented, as well as
provide more opportunities
for the students" in the
future.

SBPA
meets
every
Thursday during Pacific
Hour (12pm) on the second
floor of Weber Hall. There
are no dues. It's a great way
to meet future entrepre
neurs as well as pick up a
few pointers that might be
useful one day.

Attention: The results are in. .
"Are you in favor of Pete Wilson speaking at
UOP's convocation?"
Student opinions on the
subject:
"I'm sure Pete
packs them in for
Political Science majors,
but Francis Crick would
do a lot more to get my
attention."
— Veko Vahamaki

UNDECIDED

"1 don't feel that
Wilson has been a posi
tive
governor
for
California and I don't
have any desire to see
him speak."
— Sarah Reinheimer

NO

"It brings posi
tive publicity to our
school and he is still the
governor. As students at
UOP, we should be hon
ored that he is willing to
take the time to speak at
our convocation."
— Jaime Gilchrist

Compiled by Drew Reyes
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Greek Life
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On Friday, May 8th, we will be holding a basketball tournament out at the townhouses Z
sponsored by Copenhagen! It is a three on three tournament with first and second place 1=1
E prizes as well as free stuff for everyone that participates. The first place prize consists of O
0 $325 00 gift certificates for the winning team to Copeland's Sports. The second place prize Y
r are hefty Copenhagen mugs. And for everyone else, there are random Copenhagen mem- T
orabiha to be given away. It is only $30 per team ($10 a person)and the tournament should
begin around 3pm that Friday. Notices will be placed around campus giving final details E
A on the evening.
' p
M Our house formal this past weekend at Squaw Valley in Tahoe turned out to be a great @
N Brotherhood event. Everyone that went had a great time and it was a perfect send-off for n
our Seniors that are graduating. Finally, the house is looking forward to adopting a school
where we will be able to go and work with them on a regular basis. This will be a great 0
11 chance for us to get more involved with the community and portray a positive outlook on N
@ the fraternities at UOP.
M
p As a fine group of Phi Delts move on, another group of fine men will undoubtedly take A
DeIt wishes everyone good luck on their finals and have a great summer
y ,,,e!n Place2- We'll see you all next Fall!
K
T
r

v
Archania
1

o

Las*

?
Wednesday night, the men of Alpha Kappa Phi recognized the 144th year of this
s great house! Founded just 3 years after UOP in 1854, Archania is the oldest fraternal orga- A
E nizahon ""us side of the Mississippi, and we're all looking forward to the years to come. A
fhls Past S^day was Alpha Kappa Phi's Parent's Day. We enjoyed a UOP Baseball
0
7
8
a , e,rnT,n Wlth °ur Parents' which was succeeded by an evening patio dinner
T ,T/,',n
A
at Mallard s. We all had a super time meeting each other's parents...plus, I'm sure we all ^
K needed the extra cash as well!
t
A Tomorrow is Archania's Senior Dress Dinner, where we gather together and collective- O
M ,y commem°rate our soon-to-be graduating senior Bros. While most of our older mem- v
undou^dlyanticipating what the future holds, the many friends and memories I
N
made here at UOP and Archania will always be with them.
T
O
Fhe best of luck Senior Archites, see you at Homecoming next semester!
Z
E

0 Pi Kappa Alpha
v

i!pha WOuld Iike to rec°g™?e and congratulate their new mem- EI
s Martin^R
Baker, Nick Chow, jared Cuevas, David Dougan, Carson Lawall, Damion 0
artin, I"11)1 Reece, Mike Samoulian, Scott Tjlson, and Raul Ugarte. We are glad to have
T
M
you men become a part of our sacred brotherhood.
L
N

T ' Z A B X A E ^ r K A M N O I l O P Z T Y Q E ¥ Z A B X

A Jolly Good Time!
Noon to 2 am Everyday
•Pool
•Darts
•Pinball
•Sports TVs
•World's Best
Microbrews
•Full Bar with
Daily Drink
Specials
12 - 2 pm &
5-9 pm

RHA Up-Date

End-of-year awards

HENRY CHAN
Residence Hall
Association

ognized for their hard work

Please come in "job.inte;
r
view" attire.

The year may be coming to
a close, but RHA still has a
couple of things to do. As a
reminder, RHA will be hav
ing movie nights this
Saturday and Sunday in the
McCaffrey Center Theater.
Movies will begin promptly
at 8pm — so come early to get
a good seat. RHA will be
showing "Sixteen Candles"
on Saturday and "Breakfast
Club" on Sunday. We hope to
see you there. In addition,
RHA will be having an
awards night for all the hard
working individuals from
this past year. RHA's Award
Night will be on May 12 in
the Regent's Room at 5pm.
Community Councils are
encouraged
to
attend.
Various awards will be hand
ed out to winning nominees.
So come and attend and see
your fellow residents be rec-

As the school year comes
to a close, RHA would Iike to

thank everybody for their
support
and
assistance
throughout this past year,
RHA has worked hard to
reach all residents and assist
in any way possible.
While working to repre
sent the residents as best as
possible, RHA has thrived
through the hard work of
individual communities to
help provide their residents
with quality programming
and a proper environment for
living and studying. RHA
also thanks each community
for their support over the
past year. RHA would like to
wish everyone good luck on
their finals and a great sum
mer.
IF you have any comments
or suggestions drop us a mes
sage in the RHA box inside
McCaffrey Center, Box #40.

P

Kkm3

Food Served

THE LAClFlav

2301 Pacific Averfue
on the Miracle Mile
937-0228

Sliii

The diploma
can wear.

A Perfect Personalized Graduation Gift
k/PP'S

Wm

COOKIE
CREATIONS
• personalized cookie bouquet
• gourmet cookies
• delivery available

6351 Pacific Ave. Stockton (209) 957-8621

CEBISTRO
Congratulates the
Graduating class of 1998

Banquet space still available during graduation weekend.
Call today! 957-0536

JOSTENS
VOVK jCHiEVSMtNl
Stop by the UOP
Bookstore May 6th & 7th from
10:00a.m.-3:00p.m. and
receive special discounts on
your class ring.
_

1
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Deputy City Manager: Writing Counseling Article
about Stockton a real pleasure Stress and strain:
How to deal with it

DONNA BROWN
Pacifican Guest Writer

1. With many students staying
on for sum
mer school
here
at
Pacific, will
there be any
s p e c i a l
events tak
ing place?

There
will be a number of things
going on this summer in
Stockton. The San Joaquin
County Fair will be held at the
Stockton Fairgrounds. The
Faior features rides, crafts, and
top live entertainment. The
City of Stockton sponsors a
Fourth of July event every year

41 YEARS of QUALITY

"Mamtgi"

(jalijomia $Ft<e&h/

at McLeod Lake downtown
featuring a spectacular fire
works display.
The Fox
Theatre will be featuring the
following star-studded line-up
that includes Tom Jones
(Saturday June 27, 8pm), Peter,
Paul and Mary (Wednesday,
June 29, 7:30pm), The Neville
Brothers (Thursday, May 21,
7:30pm), as well as others.

permits that may be required,
and refer them to the proper
sources for additional assis
tance. Best of all, the SBDC is
free!
3. Would you like to leave the
students and readers with any
parting words ?

It has been a pleasure partic
ipating
in the question and
2. Asa student, or as one who
answer column this semester. I
is a new "entrepreneur," how does
hope in some way it has
one go through to set up a small
increased your awareness of
business here in Stockton?
the community and city gov
ernment. If you are here dur
The best advice for someone ing the summer, I trust you
considering opening up a will have an opportunity for
small business in Stockton is to some further exploration of the
talk to Gillian Murphy of the city and what it has to offer.
Sometimes we find it easier
Delta College Small Business
Development Center (SBDC). to criticize the situation than to
The SBDC is located down do something about it. Too
town at 445 N. San Joaquin St. often that has been the case
(943-5089). The SBDC staff can with Stocktonians. I hope that
help budding entrepreneurs your generation will learn, will
develop a business plan, iden participate, and will be
tify and apply for the various accountable.

VIRGINIA LUCHETTI
Pacifican Staff Writer
Question:
I'm going
crazy. 1 have so much to do
before the end of the semes
ter and I just found out that
my grandmother is in the
hospital and only expected
to live a few more months.
I want let my grandmother
know how much I care
about her and I want to do
well in school.
What
should I do?
What a difficult situa
tion! I can imagine that you
might be feeling torn
between
your
school
responsibilities and your
desire to be with your
grandmother.
This kind of conflict can
create feelings of guilt. You
might be feeling guilty
when you study because
you are not with your
grandmother and guilty
when you are with your

grandmother because you
are not studying.
Guilt can create addition
al stresses and pressure on
you because you can begin
to feel as if nothing you do
is the right thing to be
doing. All of this might be
contributing to you feeling
like you are "going crazy."
Please understand that
your situation is a very dif
ficult one. Anyone in your
shoes would probably feel a
certain amount of conflict
between their love for their
family and their academic
responsibilities.
Please do not blame
yourself if you feel conflict,
sadness, anger, frustration
or guilt.
Instead, try to be as
understanding and com
passionate with yourself as
possible.
Tell yourself that this is a
difficult time and that it is
ok to feel confused and
See Counseling, page 13

C • A • F • E •

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated Carved from die Bone

"Stockton's Best"
Hamburger
100% Pure Ground Fresh Chuck. Ail
natural Pacific Coast Grain Fed Beef

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Roasted
Breast of Turkey
Sandwich
Fresh Pacific Red Snapper
Fish and Chips

JUST
YOUR
TYPE

Psychic Readings

Wednesday is YOUR Pay.

$2.00 Off All Pizzas
With this advertisment

• Term Papers
• Resumes
• Dissertations

7824 Thornton Rd.
951-9970
4663 Pacific Ave
952-7272

943-7713

Close to Campus

Now Serving

GRILL

STOCKTON'S ONLY

Freshly Steamed
Artichokes

featuring: Espresso Roma, Berkeley's Best

Fresh Squeezed Lemonade
"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

ATM, VISA, Ducmr & MasterCard

Helpful advice on all problems
past. present. future

With this ad...
card readings $10
palm readings $5
Patricia
1119 E. Harding Way
(209) 463-2203

$12 Shampoo, Cut & Style
$29 Nova Perms
$25 Haircolor
Wednesday Only. Must
present student ID to
receive discount.

REGIS

IIMRSIYIISIS

Weberstown Mall
957-9995

T an f e l i p e

Fresh Deep Fried Blue
Pacific Oysters

Salads

College Student Day

Drive Thru Espresso

We onty use Pacific Coast NATURAL BEEF and pork...
Their feed is a sweet cranola of com and grains...
The old Fashioned way.
•World's First Oyster Burrito • Fresh Fish Tacos
• Jumbo Garlic Prawns • Rotisserie Chicken
• Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Carne Asada (grilled steak)
•Camitas (roast pork)

Dr. Carlos Rangel ^
The Waterfront Warehouse
445 W. Weber Ave., Ste# 242
Stockton, CA 95203

Phone Orders: (209) 952-6261
4601 Pacific Avenue (one block south of March Lane)

Phone (209) 948-5070

We accept ATM, VISA, Discover, & Mastercard

Specializing in auto accidents

FRESH

•

NATURAL

•

NO LARD

n
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Smokeless tobacco
BY SARAH GRIMES,
M.D.
Pacifican Staff Writer
Let's take a hypothetical
situation for today. Suppose
as a student in public rela
tions, you have been given a
project to market smokeless
tobacco for a large firm. You
come to the Health Center to
get some background infor
mation. Here's what you
discover. Smokeless tobacco
is a mixture of tobacco,
sweeteners, salts, and hun
dreds of chemicals poiso
nous to the body. Nicotine is
the habit-forming substance
found in the tobacco juice.
Sweeteners are used to cover
an unpleasant taste and can
cause tooth decay.
The
tobacco contains many abra
sives, which can wear down
the surfaces of teeth.
Smokeless tobacco may be
chewed by placing a golf-ball
size wad, or quid, between
the cheek and the teeth, and
sucking on it.
Snuff is
dipped by placing a pinch
between the lower cheek and
the teeth. The tobacco mixes
with the saliva and releases
the nicotine. Either equally
enticing method increases
saliva
production
and

requires the user to spit fre
quently. Spitting in this age
of increased cases of tubercu
losis is highly unsanitary.
Nicotine is absorbed rapidly
through the mucous mem
branes of the mouth. The
blood level of nicotine is just
as high or higher in smoke
less tobacco users and addic
tion occurs as easily.
Smokeless tobacco is relat
ed to a number or oralhygiene problems and dis
eases, because smokeless
tobacco and its by-products
are extremely irritating to
such sensitive tissues. For
purposes of truthful adver
tising, let me mention just a
few: brown-stained teeth,
leukoplakia (pre-cancerous
condition which appears as a
white leathery patch), black
hairy tongue, cancer of the
throat, check, lip, palate, and
tongue, ground-down teeth,
tartar, inflammation of the
gums, decayed teeth, and
gum recession and tooth loss.
Could you ethically mar
ket such a product? HOW
DO THEY? Great news!
Daily spit tobacco use by col
lege
baseball
players
decreased from 25% in 1996
to 19.5% in 1997. Kudos to
See Health, page 13

Extra

summer credit choices

TERIALLBRIGHT
Pacifican Staff Writer

"The Art of Discount Travel,"
and "See the World on a
Shoestring and Air Courier."
If you need another unit or
two before graduation this
month, a few spaces remain in
"Short Stories of the World,"
taught by Prof. Reinhart Lutz,
Saturday, May 9, 9am-5:30 pm,
and Sunday, May 10, 9am4:30pm. The cost is $119 for
one extended education unit.
For more information or to
register for any of these classes,
call the office of Lifelong
Learning at 946-2424 or stop by
McConchie Hall.

If you are planning to take
classes this summer, consider
taking advantage of some of
the
unique,
inexpensive
Lifelong Learning classes that
will be offered for one or two
extended education credits.
These classes are offered in the
late afternoon, in the evening,
or over a weekend. The com
plete
summer
Lifelong
Learning catalog will be avail
able about May 20.
Three new courses are
offered for non-credit only, but
may pique your interest.
"How to Make a Positive
These
courses
are: Career
Transition"
with
"Introduction to Fly Fishing," Martha Schuster and Bud

Swanson.
'Reduce the Stress in v„
Life" with Martha Schuster
1
and Bud Swanson
Creating Your Own VVeh
Page" with Jennifer Ross
"Microsoft Office 97: P0Wer
for the Workplace" with
William Topp
"Understanding Domestic
Violence" with Maria Garria3
Sheets
Street Drugs and Human
Behavior" with George Feicht
"Introduction to Mental
Health" with Craig Wooden
"Overview and Buddhism"
with Bophasy Saukam
"Language and Culture of
Spain and Latin America" with
Aurelia Vrandecic-Dwyer.

Summer Camps include the 49ers!
ALEX ZAMANSKY
Metro Editor
"Summer's here, and the time is right...for
dancing the streets...." Well, Martha and the
Vandellas can do it better. But now that it is
summer, or supposed to be (tell that to El Nino)
there are some great programs that will be tak
ing place here at Pacific.
There will be a Summer Camp administered
by the YMCA that will run all-day long; call 4672444 as well as A "Journalism Academy for
junior and high school students that will start
June 21. Call the office of Lifelong Learning at
946-2424 for more details. Sports camps will be
held here at Pacific, too. If you like sports check

it out by calling 946-2472.
Of course, what may the most promising and
exciting time for UOP this summer is the much
anticipated San Francisco 49ers training camp
beginning July 15 and going through August 14.
"Our biggest crowds," said Carol Ann
Hackely, Director of Marketing and University
Relations, "will be for the first 49ers Summer
Training Camp at UOP from mid-July to midAugust. There are estimates that more than
100,000 folks will come to Stockton to watch the
team train." UOP's athletic department is han
dling all arrangements pertaining to the 49ers'
arrival. If you have any questions, please call
(209) 946-2472. The excitement at Pacific doesn't
end with graduation; it only continues!

Thursday Night Specials
Miller Beer Specials
You KeepThe Glass!
New Outside Patio Seating
7 Satellite TV's
Now Open on Saturday & Sunday at 9:00

A.M.

2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4 • STOCKTON CA 95207

(209) 478-6290

• Great Food • Expert Guides^
• Half-day trips start at just $65
• Call us for a Free Catalog

800-333-7238

(209) 474-1754

IGNATURE

PHOTOGRAPHY

2540 Pacific Ave., Suite
Stockton, CA 95204
(209) 469-2448

±

Graduation Portrait Special
Call to schedule your portrait
appointment. Indoor /
outdoor session available
NOW thru May 31. Don't
delay, call today and receive
8 free wallets with order.

X

"Mexican Restaurant"
Food To Go • Catering

Delicious Mexican food with a twist

7217PacificAvenue

•

Stockton, California 95207

MTNI STORAGE
I With this ad and student ID
5x6=$15.00 & 5X10=$2TW_
(204)466-7997 Access: 7am-to7g;
2055 North West I .ane. Stockton,

METRO.
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Investigating Internships

ing up with new ideas and
solving problems that may
Continued from page 9
come up.
Sadly, Allbright will be
Allbright attended the
University of Texas where moving to Rochester this
she received her bachelors year where her inspiring
degree in English and then husband Burt Nadler is cur
she received her masters in rently. She hopes to find a
education from Stanford. similar job in the academic
She started her career as a environment or she may
high school English teacher. choose to go back to teach
The job she has now with ing. No matter what
Life Long Learning com Allbright may choose, we
bines all her skills into one know she will be successful
job. From 9 to 3 she is and happy. Thank you Teri
always receiving phone Allbright for all your hard
calls and talking with peo work and dedication at
ple as they come by the UOP, good luck and we will
office. She is good at com miss you!!!

Pacifican

Make your dreams come
true at the Internship Center
BOB WRIGHT
Pacifican Staff
Writer
Erik Ferroggiaro is
an example of a student
that took advantage of
internship opportuni
ties at UOP, to make his
professional
dream
come true. Erik is your
basic train man, he
loves trains and pretty
much lives for riding
the rails! Erik is also a
senior student at the
Eberhardt School of
Business and it was
during his senior year

Health

Continued from page 12

the NCAA for banning all
tobacco use during practice
and competition.
If you arc presently using

^ratioSem0with The UOP Internship Center fulfilled Erik Ferroggiano's life long dream.
Amtrak.
Well, Amtrak put Erik to
work in a variety of capacities
and on different train routes
throughout California. In an
industry where not many
employees
have
college
degrees, Erik's a true asset for
his current knowledge of oper
ations management. Erik has

PAGE 13

\
7 ,,
.,
some experience in the rail ter and working his way up
industry prior to coming to into a position of national
school but the opportunity at prominence within the rail
Amtrak open doors for full- industry. The Career and
time employment with the Internship Center has many
company following gradua different internship opportuni
ties in a wide variety of fields;
tion.
Erik seems to be focused so whether your love is planes,
now on becoming a train-mas trains (like Erik), or automoOw- O*,

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS MILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, which
ever amount isgreater,
up to a $65,000 limit

. „ ,,
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certainother federally insured loans, which are not
in defatrit^relief is just one 0f the many benefits
youll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

(209) 951-3541
ARMT.BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE?

MM »11
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Continued from page 11

torn. Also tell yourself that
things will get better. Think
about your priorities.
One very effective way to
zero-in on your priorities is
to think of yourself in the
future. Picture yourself 10
years from now.
When you think back on
this time, what do you want
to remember?What are you
afraid of regretting?
When you answer these
questions, you will know
where to direct your time

and energy.
Once you
know your priorities, allow
yourself to follow them.
You might decide that
being with your grand
mother is so important that
you will let your grades
drop slightly for a semester
so that you can spend time
with her.
Remember to talk with
your professors about your
situation in case you need
to be absent from class or
turn in a paper late. My
heart goes out to you.

in Lincoln Center South |

ONE MEXICAN CUISINE
Tacos •CncMada*
CM®

M Sou* if

COUtlSMjf[

smokeless tobacco, and have
not had a recent oral check
up, please make an appoint
ment at the Health Center.
We are ready to help you
quit.

*2-37M

REPLA

C D • LASER VIDEO * TAPE

Advanced

jJoflLF (

J"")

.

Custom Club Fitting and
Golf Club Repairs
FREE Swing Speed Analysis

v i t i v i rti

We Pay CASH For Your Used Music
Full Service Hainan • Massage • ftxiv iVrt^l,h„K,^'t^0mT
Facials • Permanent Make up • Manicures • Pedicures

STOCKTON'S
(LARGEST SELECTION'!
of Golfsmith Clubs...
PURE TTTAN1UM IRONS,
j NOW AVAILABLE FOR DEMO
L———————

Gift Ccrtiflcmle* AvxiUbte
1728 W. Binum Lu* • 952-ttbS
lloor»: *•» -»•*- 1»* 9*
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Thursday,
May 7, 1998

Qtit

the
°fO/'^

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
Prayer Meeting
7:00 a.m. -8:00 a.m.
Z-Building West

946-2114

Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship

Weekly Meeting
8:00 p.m.
Z-Building West

Saturday;
May 9, 1998

InterVarsity Pacific
Christian Fellowship

Campus Apostolic
Fellowship

Weekly Meeting
6:00-11:00 p.m.
McCaffrey
Conference Room

Prayer Meeting
9:00 p.m.
Morris Chapel

Center

Friday,
May 8, 1998
Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
Prayer Meeting
7:00 a.m. -8:00 a.m.
Z-Building West

You may be eligible for up to $2200.00 a month plus bonuses,
while you're stiil in school through the Navy Nuclear
Propulsion O f f i c e r C a n d i d a t e P r o g r a m .
If you meet the following requirements you can step out of
the ordinary and into an extraordinary experience. Get your
start >n nuclear power where nuclear power got started
....the Navy.

^ MISSY DuBois
CALENDAR EDITOR

The Anderson Y Center is
proud to present the 67th
Annual
Strawberry
Breakfast, Sunday, May 10
from 8:00 a.m. to 1:00
p.m.
Held at
the
University of the Pacific
Regents Dining Room &
Patio, this event celebrates
119 years of service to the
community.
The event will offer
a breakfast of fresh straw
berries, gourmet scrambled
eggs, freshly baked bis
cuits, homemade jam and

Sunday,
May 10, 1998
MOTHER'S DAY!!!!!!!!

67th Annual
Strawberry Breakfast
for Mother's Day

beverages. Music will be
provided by UOP students
and staff.
Tickets prices are
$8.00 for adults, $4.00 for
students/youth and $2.00
for children under 5.
Tickets can be purchased
at the front door or m
advance
from
I'H
Anderson Y Center at 2 .
W. Knowles Way, on the
corner of Knoles & Pacific
across from Burns Tower
For more information, ca
946-2444.

* Majoring in engineering, math, pbysics, or chemistry
* United Slates citizen
* Completed sophomore year
" Minimum 3.0 CPA
' Completed I year of calculus el calculus-based physics
* Meet Navy physical standards

For more information call the Engineering Programs Officer at
(800) 345-6289 or email questions to nrdsanfranl@earthlink.net.

Navy. Let The Journey Begin.

Jenifer Bertolero
Brittany Butts
Corinne Chance
Leslie Due
MaryBeth Flaherty
Jan Fong
Melissa James
Mandy Jobe
Meianie Karnes
Kate Lafean
Renee Lindsay
Chantelle Lowe

Julie Lowe
Erin McLey
Christi Neill
Lorna Okada
Elena Romano
Katie Roza
Maria Rubalcaba
Auriell Spiege'
Michelle Stafford
Jen Turner
Gwen Twist
Cate Whitlock

Delta Delta Delta Seniors

AM

-CALENDAR

MAY 7, 1997
8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Regents Dining Room
Tickets are $8 for adults, $2
for students and children
under 5.
For more information call
946-2444

The Imperials in
Concert
6:00 p.m.
Bethany
Community
Church
(3034 Michigan Ave.)
For more information call
943-6604

Free, but a love offering will
be taken

Hawaii Club
Weekly Meeting
2:00 -4:00 p.m.
McCaffrey
Conference Room

Center

Church of Lutheran
Confession
Church Service
7:30 -9:30 a.m.
McCaffrey
Conference Room

Center

Catholic Mass

PAGE 15

Conference Room

Monday; May 17,
1998

Cowell Health Center
Cost is free (Oral testing
SI 7.00)

Tuesday,
May 12, 1998

9:30 a.m.
Morris Chapel

Special Events
Committee

M.E.C.H.A.
Weekly Meeting
8:00 p.m.
Bechtel International Center

Campus Apostolic
Fellowship
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
McCaffrey Center

Confidential HIV
Testing
6:00 -8:00 p.m.

Weekly Meeting

ORLY

THE ONE AND ONLY
MATCHMAKER

•STUDIOS
•TOWNHOUSES
Winners of 17 Dove Awards and 4 Grammy Awards, the
Imperials are celebrating over 30 years of music ministry
worldwide. On Sunday, May 10 at 6:00 p.m., they will
be in concert at Bethany Community Church (3034
Michigan Avenue, Stockton). A love offering will be
taken. For more information, please call 943-6604.

This is the final issue of
The Pacifican for the spring 1998
semester. Look for our back-toschool guide in late August and
our first regular issue of the
1998-99 year on September 3.

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from underwitha
three-year enlistment.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or$1,500, which
ever amount isgreater,
up to a $65,000 limit
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

1-800-USA-ARMY

ARMY. BEwww
ALL
YOU CAN BE.*
goarmy.com

1-2 BEDROOMS

VENETIAN

(209) 477-5264
1540 Mosaic Way
Stockton CA, 95207

Professionally Managed By
Norman Jacobson Management

'Apartmvnt

ANDERSEN CONSULTING
Congratulates and Welcomes
the Following Graduates from
University of the Pacific

YT Kimberly Bejarano

Nicole Hess

Fom Michel

Y^ Patrick Mitchell

Scott Sullivan

Y* Nick Wells

Stephanie Young

WHAT IS THE MEDIA
|S A Y I N G A B O U T O R L Y ? |
I he Phil Donahue Show
'Oity |> a Unique penonal matchmaker _*
Ron Reagan Show
"Orty, bom a mauhmakct *
Sally Jow Rafael Show
"OrlyS tenner i\ dniaiinl lot the
profeulonah *
AM Lot Angrlr. Show
"two of Orty*. dlmlt weft married Itvr o«l
Ibe thow .The wedding of the year*
fyett If net. News (ABC)
"Oety. world renowned matchmaker *
KTLA Morning New.
*Orty. matchmaker In action *
Jew l.h T.V. Network
"Oety to a real marrt|te broker.-*
Montrll Wllllaim Show
•Oify"! client, ate limply top of the line...
C leveland Tonight Show
'Oety a touch of dm ..*
Orange ( ounty New. Channel
"Oily champagne wtdtet *
Am \oe*thwe.t Show. Oregon
*Orty the one and only matchmaker "
(.nod evening Seattle Show
*Orty to an ineewneiil tn your future."
The Of mi retty Show, f anada
'Oily ha.a tikth wow *
National Inquirer
"Oity ha. a dream date foe yon- *
Orange County Regi.ter
Thfy ha. a match for the dmer ungtrt '
The Heritage Weekly
Ttoty to nanoeully and tntetnaUonaRy

Congratulations to our Summer Intern:

Eric Nihcu
Congratulations to our Spring Co-op Student:

Jerimy Abner

^NDERSEN
CONSULTING

Lot Angelet Timet
thfy marc he. the rtch and annahi
Dal la. Morning New .paper
"Oily made cotenhw Intrude, tkair. *
rfv Hill. Today
"Orty to the Mb krmv of r
kn Talk Radio
"Oety. a matchmaker wtth a uxtti.
WXAC Nath. file Radio
"Otfy to a c.kUIn mwitmidnr *

FREE

•t MNVIKIIkN C t»VSli|T \T*»N
rllOlh.SV.7U7
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Classifieds

2:00 -3:30 p.m.
Taylor Conference Room

Help Wanted

Room For Rent

Child care $8.00/our
Tues.- Friday, 10-4, 2 girls 7 &
4. Needed enthusiastic indi
vidual to supervise swim
ming, homework and play.
983-0808

House-$240/mo 1/2 util.$300 move-in spread last mo.
dep. over 4 mo.-near UOP pets
ok-no alc/drugs-941-4918

Camp Counselors

92-LX-Red-a steal @ $2,900
w/ A/C-3 door-new trans,
clutch, & brakes- 941-4918

Evensong
5:15 -5:45 p.m.
Morris Chapel

Tuesday World Forum
12:00 p.m.
Bechtel International Center
Free, lunch provided for
$3.75, free for students with
ID

Wednesday, May
13, 1998
CROSSROADS

Ford Escort for sale

Youth exper. & refs.
GHorseback ride/ water
front/ swim/ rock climb. SF
East Bay 510-283-3795 or
email roughit@aol.com

Europe-Summer- 98
239 (each way plus taxes)
Mexico/Caribb - $209-$249
R/T HAWAII-$119 o/w
Call 800-834-9192
http: / / www.airtech.org

Resort/Summer Job

Group Meeting
6:45 -9:00 p.m.
Z-Building West

High Sierra Resort hiring
for all or part of the summer.
Salary plus room & board
(530) 676-1370.

The Pacifican will
return to the racks
September 3. Have
a great summer.

Mexico or Hawaii
Only $250 r/t. Europe
$239 o/w. Other worldwide
destinations cheap. ONLY
TERRORISTS GET YOU
THERE CHEAPER! Air Tech
(212) 219-7000 or (800) 575Tech. www.airtech.com

Room For Rent
N. Stockton home
Furnished - Full privileges
$375/mo. - util. incl. (209)
477-0583
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J! space
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Four new and highly
recommended CDs
hit the music scene
JULIE ANTON
Living Editor
Four new CDs are coming
to you this week with a differ
ent review for each. We start
this week's article with a Sand
called Symposium. I listened
to this CD and was pleasantly
surprised by it's catchy alter
native beat It's first song enti
tled "Disappear" was remark
ably sipnilar to that of a Green
Day sopg, but it was still
decent. My favorite song on
the CD was "Xanthein," and
no, I can't pronounce it. It was
a really upbeat song with an
interesting mix of instru
ments.
Even though I only listened
to the band's five-track release

album, I would still recom
mend Symposium to anyone
who enjoys punchy alterna
tive music. Look for their
name on store shelves and lis
ten for their music on the
radio. I'm sure they will be
appearing soon.
The next group on the table
this week is Cold, with their
Self-titled CD. When 1 first
heard the lead singer's voice, I
knew it sounded too familiar.
Then, by the second song I fig
ured out who this group
seems to be imitating - Bush.
The lead singer has the husky
yet hollow voice that is char
acteristic of many alternative
rock bands, such as Bush and

See CD, page 19

The Soph Spot
ALEX ZAMANSKY
Metro Editor

The Hawaii Club held its annual Luau on May ? at the Spams Center Attenaees
were treated to a festive celebration including Kahlua pig,tenyak J c/"^" ^ L
with many other is land delights. The entertainment for the evening consisted of
music, singing and Polynesian and Hula dances.

he Haggin Museum to exhibit
ever-before-seen Royo artwork

Royo's "Sagittas" collection
revolves around the theme of
the archer: combined beauty
and
movement with strength
May 10 through
and
agility.
Royo's works are
June 14, The Haggin
known
for
their
bold and col
of Stockton will be
orful
depictions
of classical
a very special exhibit
mythology,
and
are
a delight
internationally-known
to
S6G.
artist Royo.
Also at The Haggin this
latest collection,
month
is the exhibit called
" includes 25 paint"Stockton's
History Comes
and two sculptures that
Alive."
This
exhibit features
? never before been shown
local
history
and residents
This is truly a oncethrough
the
mediums
of craft
lifetime opportunity to
projects
and
special
presenta
tness the unveiling of an
tions.
ist's work.

ANTON
Editor

This exhibit is just one of
the many family programs
offered
at The Haggin
Museum each month. This
particular exhibit is part of the
museum's permanent collec
tion, and it is sure to please
museum-goers of all ages.
Stop in for a tour or special
show at The Haggin Museum
on Pershing Avenue in Victory
Park. Open Tuesday through
Sunday from 1:30 p.m. to 5:00
p.m. Admission to the muse
um is always free; donations
are greatly appreciated.

The "great fall" is upon us.
Disaster has encountered us
all. Havoc will run wild in the
streets. Put more simply, the
last issue of the paper is in
your hands. And what a year
it has been. We've had a
tumultuous amount of rain,
the "glorious" 49ers decided
to use our facilities, the com
puter labs finally stepped out
of the stone age, and finally,
the dining hall food was given
a face-lift. And of course, let
us not forget one of UOP's
finest, the leafblower — a gen
tleman as well as a profession
al.
I think there is perhaps one
area of improvement the
school could make, though.
Has anyone noticed that the
chairs in the dining halls (yes,
even Elbert) are more like
rocking chairs than eating
chairs? If I had a dime for
every time I nearly fell out of
my chair just because I decide
to reach for a fork or slap a

high five, 1 wouldn't need any
financial aid. Let's just say
that I've had a lot of "close
encounters" with the floor
because of the "solid sturdiness" those red and blue
chairs so provide.
I must say one thing on
UOP's behalf. It certainly
knows how to water the
lawns. In fact, they do such a
good job that a few students
decided to take the game,
Slip-n-Slide, to a new level.
It's just a rumor, but I heard
they had a bet going: who
could slide from the Library
to Grace Covell in a single
belly-slide. Let's just pray
that there wasn't any crushed
rocks in their way.
This is the last edition of the
Soph Spot. It will soon join
Fresh Perspective in that big
newspaper column in the sky.
If there is one question that
has been asked of me more
times than not, it is "what's it
going to be called next year?
Well, I really haven't the fog
giest. We'll have to see. Have
a good summer.

fJ
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Top Ten Enjoy exotic, tantalizing Tandoori Nites
Top Ten ways to ge
ready for finals
10. Party
9. Go shopping
8. Sleep
7. Go to a movie
6. Drink
5. Eat lots of junk food
4. Check into the Health
Center
3. Kiss up to professors
2. Procrastinate
CStudv (?),-- -

Delicious and reasonably priced, the cuisine is a treat all will enjoy

ERICA BIRLEW
Pacifican Staff Writer

This is it. The home
stretch. Just a few more days
and the school year will be
over. Some students will be
leaving University of the
Pacific forever, while most of
us will return again in the
fall. However, before you
leave the oh-so-wonderful
Stockton community, do not
leave town without experi
Top 10 videos
encing the exotic and tanta
1. In & Out
lizing dining experience
2.1 Know What You Did
found at Tandoori Nites at
Last Summer
8102 Kelley Drive off of
3. Mimic
Hammer Lane, 952-2200.
4. The Peacemaker
Stereotypically,
Indian
5. A Thousand Acres
food has had the bad reputa
6. Kiss Me, Guido
tion that everything is pre
pared with too much curry
7. The Full Monty
spice and is too hot for the Tandoori Nites is the place to stop in Stockton when you are in the mood for Indian dinning.
8. The Devil's Advocate
average tongue. Fear not, for
9. The Edge
I had the lentil soup which some. Furthermore, the
at Tandoori Nites every dish
Epicurean
Adventure
was an interesting and prices for single entree meals
is individually prepared and
together have come to <11
Top 10 CDs
can be ordered either mild, pleasant taste experience, are nice and reasonable.
end. Farewell and happ\
1. K-CI & JoJo "All My
while my dining compan
Well, I guess the check has dining in the future. I'll sei
medium,
or
for
those
of
you
Life"
ions enjoyed the house salad come for the last time. Our
who are far braver than I,
you next time.
2. Backstreet Boys
with tangy dressing.
hot.
"Everybody"
My dining companions
I patronized this dining
Recipe of the week
3. Montell Jordan "Let's
ordered
the Thali combina
establishment on the request
Ride"
tion
dinner
which
had
ERICA BIRLEW
of my dear friend, who
Tandoori Chicken (specially
4. Marcy Playground "Sex
wanted her birthday party
Ingredients:
and Candy"
there. Luckily, many people marinated and pleasantly
Bag
of salad
5. Next "Too close"
accompanied us so we were spicy), rice, six different
samplings
of
little
stews
and
greens
6. Sylk-E "Romeo and
able to order a plethora of
sauces, and large pieces of
Tomatoes
Juliet"
food items. And let me tell
special bread.
Cheese slices
7. Public Announcement
you, dinner was fabulous!
I ordered the Tandoori
Cucumbers
We all decided on combi
"Body Bumpin' Yippi-Yi
Dinner
which
came
on
a
siz
:am slices
Yo"
nation dinners and each din
zling tray and side dishes of
Turkey
slices
ner was at a different spice
8. Shania Twain "You're
rice
and
Lamb
Pasanda.
The
Favorite
salad
level. The proportions that
Still The One"
sizzling tray had Tandoori
were
served
to
us
were
enor
9. Madonna "Frozen"
Chicken, Seekh Kabob and
Directions: Take cheese
10. The Lox "Money, Power) mous, which allowed each Boti Kabob. It also included
and deli meat slices and cut
of us to try something differ
special bread called Naan.
into strips. Add to salad
ent off of the others' plates.
compiled by
Dinner was deliciously
greens.
Add cucumber and
The
meal
began
with
a
Pacifican Staff
[ tomatoes slices. Serve with
choice of lentil soup or salad. filling and we really got our
money's worth, and then
salad dressing. Enjoy.

Money to Loan
Annette's
Jewelry & Loan Co.
Pawnbrokers
474-7532 — 7201 Pacific Ave.
2 blocks N. of Lincoln Center
We Buy or Loan
Money on Rolex
Watches, diamonds,
jewelry, almost
^ anything of value.

LOP Graduates
CAP & 00WV SPECIAL

DELTA SMOG CHECK
"Official Test Only Center"

$19.98

One 4x5 Photo in a Gift Folder

477-4363
PHOTOGRAPHY, l„c

743 Porter Ave. Stockton
(1 mile north just off Pacific)

Certify
Gross
Polluters
TST d®

464-7674

430 N. Airport Way
Airport & Fremont

ATM

"Clean Air Is Our Business'

LIVING
GRAMERCY PICTURES
It's a cold, gray winter in
this working-class town — a
quiet oceanside community
where not much changes day
to day, month to month, year
to year.
Claudia works at the diner
and lives with Michael, a guy
she's known forever. He's
good to her. They're comfort
able together. But that is the
extent of their relationship.
After work, they go over to
the local bar. They hang out
with friends, throw back a few.
She's got a steady job. A
steady
boyfriend.
A
steady...life.
And life has been this way,
pretty much since high school.
It s still the same old, same

CD-

old, with "No Looking Back."
That is, until Charlie shows
up. A few years ago he
dumped Claudia, broke her
heart, and just disappeared.
And now he's come back: to
pick up where he left off, to
take Claudia away with him
to...well, any place but this
place
But things have changed.
She's with Michael now. He's
handsome and sweet and he
loves her dearly. And maybe
that's the problem. So far, she
hasn't experienced much in
the way of romance and pas
sion. No curves, no speed
bumps. Just a dead-on,
straight-line, steady, pre
dictable, dependable life.
Charlie was the one with
big plans, the high hopes, the

'

"Feverish," it was just the
song to get you moving, and
it made me take a second look
Pearl Jam. However, this at the rest of the CD. Pure is
group isn't quite as talented. another alternative band but
I hey don't have the strength they offer their listeners a bit
of Bush, nor the creativity of more than the average elec
Pearl Jam. I'm certainly not tric guitar and drums. Like
looking forward to their next Symposium, they include
release any time soon.
many other instruments in
Also on this week's agenda their songs that keep you
is a CD entitled "Feverish" interested, and most impor
from a band named Pure. tant, still listening.
Pure has a unique sound that
Noella Hutton has released
you will either like or you her album called, what else,
won't. I'm leaning toward the "Noella Hutton." Hutton has
like side mostly because of a few qualities that make her
one song in particular on music special. She has an
their new album. Entitled interesting voice, her music
Continued from page 17

Pioli's
Art Floral
Shoppe
565 E. Harding Way
Stockton, CA
466-5534
Remember
your mom
on her special
day with
flozvers from
Pioli's!

Restaurant

&

Oyster Bar
"Where good friends migrate."
Nightly Happy Hour Specials I
Monday thru Friday 4-7
SI .50 Coors Lite and Bud
S2.00 Vodka Coolers and Margaritas J
$2.30 Long Island Iced Teas
Comer of March Lane & Bookside |

Special Available for L'OP Students *

952-3825
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< laudia (Lauren Holly) rum into old boyfriend < Itarlie (Edward
wishful dreams. Everyone has them. And she knows that if
dreams, don't they? If you she doesn't get out of town
asked Claudia what her soon, things may never
dreams are, she probably change.
couldn't even tell you any
Get out for once. Go some
more. But she knows she has place else. Do something eLse.
ranges from Spanish guitar to
country rhythm, and she has
a style that's all her own.
However, I didn't take to
Hutton's deep voice. She tries
to come across as wispy, but
she sometimes sounds a little
spooky to me. I'm sure we'll
be hearing more from her in
the future, so be on the look
out.
And finally, we conclude
our musical analysis with "10
Cent Wings" from Jonatha
Brooke. Brooke has been
compared to Paula Cole and
other currently popular
female artists, but she isn't
nearly as talented. Her songs
arc uninteresting and rather
boring if you ask me. I didn't
find her one-woman-show
appealing at all, and I don't
recommend this CD to any
one.
So there you have it. A sim-

|NEWSTUDENT|
DENTAL PLAN
No charge for
diagnosis and x-rays

pie run down of some current
artists and albums that will
hopefully keep you in tune

with the hottest, and not so
hot, music that serves to
entertain.

Noella

X--

UoOeloper 3J#y
Uwjue 1.243
txxfrooms
•Part - He eettng

only £ 5 7 0 0

per year
Save money and your teeth!
Enroll Now!
Can tot a hfortiure - (8001655-3225

Bums) in "No I ookiitg Bai k
With someone else.
For Claudia, it's time to
make that choice to follow her
dreams for once. All she has
to do now is figure out what
they are.

"PoetSpa

/h

^I » I• t I » t f I

jr..

Best Value!
Best Location"

Grouse Run Apartments

4738 Grouse Rm Orw •|209l 9S7-6710

I

EX LARGE

1

S8.99 PLUS TAX
IVIntn dm|( $2 W •imnwm

onki of SI or am

1852 Country Club Bl\d.
465-4877
405 E Charter Way 943 2551
2532 E Mam Street 465-5464
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Weekly soap opera update

bum the incriminating photo
she
got from Georgie. Later,
Brooke was arrested for mur
dering Jim. Dimitri was arrest Helena slapped Lucky after Georgie's body was found. In
ed for slugging Keith. Liza catching him with Luke's lis Hell's waiting room, Dorian
ignored Adam's attempt to tening devices. Before Luke was able to forgive herself and
thank her for keeping Stuart could rescue Lucky, Helena her mother, Sonya, and
and Marian apart. Pinkerton, showed him doctored photos regained consciousness. Mel
the immigration official, of Laura after the rape, caus had a request for Dorian that
allowed Ryan and Gillian's ing Lucky to rejecl his father could change their lives.
marriage a year's probation. again. Jax rejected Brenda's Georgie's blood was found on
Mike told Jack he helped give suspicions about Jerry. Luke Bo's clothes. Wait to See: Drew
returns with a surprise
Jim the isotopes so that Dimitri learned of Stefan's secret visit
gy revelation.
to Laura.
could track him. Camille
PORT CHARLES:
demanded Adam be
Scott
found
Eve's
arrested for murder
bracelet near Bennett's
ing her mother.
body. After a con
Allie risked her life
frontation with Julie,
to try to save
Lark gave the police an
Adam and Liza in
anonymous tip that Julie is the
the stranded eleva
L a t e r , killer. Later, Julie recognized
tor car. Wait To See:
Adam and Liza suspect Stefan proposed to Katherine the fountain pen (the murder
Camille caused the elevator and gave her Laura's engage weapon) as one Bennett gave
crash.
ment ring. Carly credited her. After learning that Chris'
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Bobbie for keeping her from mysterious $20,000 came from
Craig asked Mike why he being charged with murder by Bennett, Matt vowed to prove
spent so much time with saving Tony's life. Wait to See: Chris is the murderer. Wait to
Carrie, a married woman. Alan's addiction becomes See: Julie makes an important
When Bo saw Billie with a more serious.
discovery.
drink, she played on his guilt
GUIDING LIGHT: At Cross
YOUNG AND THE REST
by saying she feels frightened Creek, Josh became caught up LESS: Nick kept his and
and alone. Roman told John he in the fantasy that the clone is Sharon's marital problems
wants Marlena to be happy, really Reva and they made from Victor. Alice, meanwhile,
and he'll let her go. Hope con love. Meanwhile, with Sean's continued to try to get infor
tinued to look for information help, Reva got home, but to mation on the couple who
about her life as Gina. After her dismay, was unable to find took Cassie with them. Both
Kate warned Franco about his anyone there. Michelle learned Nikki and Diane were sur
"screw-up" on the "New Carlos is really Jesse. Buzz prised when Victor announced
Faces" campaign, he chided decided to find out if the clone he wouldn't divorce Nikki to
Sami for her manipulations story is true. Beth was charged remarry Diane. Danny and
and said they were through. with Carl's murder. Wait to Paul told Chris she had one
Nicole refused to let Eric take See: Dinah learns more than week to decide which of them
her home from their date. she expected about Cassie and she wants. Malcolm and
Later, Eric found something Josh.
Olivia were surprised when
mysterious in Madison's back
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: A Neil turned up for dinner with
pack. Franco learned he could drunk Nora kissed Sam, think Victoria. Wait to See: Veronica
be deported. Wait to See: ing he's Bo. Clint told Viki to begins her new plan.
ALL

MY

CHILDREN:

Someone is following Hope.
GENERAL

HOSPITAL:

Horoscopes
Aquarius
Big talk .makes the rounds
concerning your career, but
don't expect ioo much.
Taking risks is mot favored.
It's also nota.good week to
lend or borrow money.

Leo
Are vou simply testing
others to find out where they
stand, or are you sincere in
trying to reach an accord?
Watch power play tactics.

You're
seftous-minded
and can Cut through red tape
this week. In sorrre way or
another, ^itargh, things could
get out of hand-

Virgo

TaUrUS

Budgets should prevail
over everything, \either you
nor a partner seem to want to
give up your position on a
monetary question.

tew1,

Perceptions are
but
don't be careless Partners
remain your best sounding

Libra

Gemini

You're generous with fam
ily and you bring Out the best
in those you Care for. It's a
good weekend for romance
and visitS iVyi^hSkbHren.

A responsibility in connec
tion with a partnership could
arise. However, try not to
spread yourself too thin
socially over the weekend.

Scorpio

Cancer

Although there could be a
disappointment - in your
career, there will also be ben
eficial developments. Your
charm and' good will wins
folks ovehtFasr^ekend.

Some?^^M
crosseds^fflh hi,
be proiid
ments in
out of taskS/-^

uld be
ps but
chievefoarrying

Capricorn

Sagittarius

An i
n't seemM?
it qui|gp
increased of
recipient a
favored d

Some unexpected expens
es could
could:# arise,
ari]fei% Don't let
someone /vvjffo asks for
favor
'nd try to
make you

n to call
< income

happy

ppingis
weekend.

"Visit our New
r "i
Lincoln Center (across from Star nw

Congratulates their
Graduating Seniors of 1998

HHM

Although you're tempted
to be in a festive and partying
mood, you'd be wiser to take
advantage of your improved
powers of concentration for
mental achievement.

Aries

Delta Gamma

Landis Babcock
Shelley Blum
Brittany Bogard Tiffany Campbell
Amy Deck
Colleen Harvey
Shannon Haugh
Erin Herman
Junet Huffman
Lissa Jones
Sarah Leer
Kara Lesh
Sarah Milam
Becky Moeser
Lisa Ouzunian
Paige Padgett
Becca Romans

Pisces

WINNING

4 Sir GAUUAN
7~ke,
Safon

-

(matrix*

HmxitKOSMITSCS

1

a

—

10% Discount On All Merchandise to UOP Studep^
Valid at All Sir Gauuan's and Co-op Beauty Supply (*"
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BaseballContinued from page 24
in the back of the head during
the bench clearing brawl in
the ninth.
Pacific played Saturday
without Joey Camarata, Chris
Moreno, Mark Short and
Jason Vorhauer, who were
ejected from Friday's game
and suspended, for the next
three games.
The Tigers once again bat
tled back from a 5-0 deficit to
win 11-8. Pacific took a 7-6
lead in the fifth inning on a
RBI single by right fielder
Ryan Stowasser, and the
Tigers tacked on two more
runs as designated hitter Brian
Houle hit a grounder to short-

Corner.
Continued from page 24

stop that was misplayed.
Kyle May got the win as he
pitched 7.1 innings giving up
eight runs (five earned) and
struck out eight. Hardcastle
shut the Aggies down in the
ninth.
UOP completed the series
sweep as the blew out the
Aggies 9-1. Pacific started the
game with an all-out offensive
attack and a 7-0 lead after only
two innings. The seniors led
the team to their third consec
utive win and their fourth vic
tory in their last six cam
paigns.
Senior pitcher Hardcastle
(4-2) gunned down the Aggies
for eight solid innings in just
his third start of the 1998 sea
son. He gave up only one run

and struck out three and
Travis Fleming finished the job
in the ninth by getting two
strikeouts in one inning of
work. Senior catcher Tye
Hanseen went one-for-three as
he hit his fifth homerun and
posted a pair of RBI's. The rest
of the offense came from
Mario Vela (2-5 one RBI) and
Brian Houle who went 2-4.
With the three game sweep,
Pacific clinches at least a wild
card for the Big West
Tournament. They are current
ly in second place in the Big
West's North division and still
have a chance to move up as
they play this weekend at first
place Nevada, which holds a
slim 21/2 game lead over the
Tigers.

up again next year. I guess
there were insufficient funds.
C's Corner Awards
It's time to hand out the end
of the year C's Corner awards.

ball
Michelle Cordes, softball
Maggie Phillips, women's
water polo
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UOP baseball team congratulate each other after a 9-1 win
Cari Bertrand, women's
water polo
Kevin Jones, men's volley
ball
Beth Vechinski, field hockey
Adrienne Ratajczak, softball
Angele Alves, softball

Kim McCaskey, women's
soccer
Michelle Cordes, softball
Roman Yegiyants, men's
water polo

Star team and Ted Brown was
All-Foreigner team
an All-Star reserve.
All-Heart team
Olowokandi,
Michael
Coach of the year
Women's lacrosse played
Tim Gerlach, men's volley England, men's basketball
Maria Mendez, women's
some tough games and won a ball
Roman Yegiyants, Russia,
All-Blue collar team
tennis
coach, is my choice for
few including a contest
Dexter Macaranas, men's men's water polo
Adam Jacobsen, men's bas coach of the year. After her
against
St.
Mary's
at volleyball
Bente
Grina, Sweden, ketball
team played decent tennis all
Brookside
Field.
Rugby
Kim Thompson, women's women's tennis
J.D. Hardcastle, baseball
season long, she got them
became one of my favorite soccer
Florian Bruhns, Germany,
Lorin Garbarino, softball
ready for postseason play and
new sports even though I
Kenna Sasser, women's men's golf
Kim Gartland, field hockey they made it to the Big West
don't fully understand the water polo
Mari Maatanen, Finland,
Molly Smith, women's Championship as a No. 6 seed,
game. Don't miss this
David Gradstein, baseball
women's tennis
water polo
upsetting the No. 2 and No. 3
Saturday's rugby game at
Tye Hanseen, baseball
All-Freshman team
Maggie Phillips, women's seeds along the way.
Brookside Field at noon.
All-Unselfish team
Danielle Shinn, women's water polo
Remember this
I miss club hockey. That
Darlene Okita, women's volleyball
All-Tough-as-nails team
Toronto
will take our 7-1
was one of my faves and I'd soccer
Tim Gerlach, men's volley
Aaron Woliczko, men's bas Englishman with the second
love to see the team fired back
Barry Marvel, men's basket- ball
ketball
overall pick on June 24.

|TEAM LEGENDS!
SCREENPRINTING
1 Bedroom

EMBROIDERY
T-SHIRTS, HATS, JACKETS MUGS,
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!

BRING IN THIS AD AND
RECIEVE 5% OFF THE
BEST PRICES IN TOWN

TUESDAY NIGHT IS
COLLEGE NIGHT
at Valley Brewing Co.l

• ;

I

•

'

Happy Hour Beer Prices
Discount food specials
(with Student ID)

'

Townhpuses

Coupon - Offer ends June 30,1998

• Outdoor patio
• Excellent food
• Specialty brews
• Casual atmosphere

Engraved Glass & Gifts

Is this a great place
to he or what?

JOIN US AT OUR NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
469-2474 FAX:469-4589

•

Happy Hour 4 - 7

8-11 p.m.

Jewelry Repair

75 off every drink except bottled be

Wednesday

Ladies Nip

$1.50 well drinks & $L50 drafts

Thursday

_

UOP Night
$2 bottled import beer

Stenson's Engraving & Gifts

v

5756 Pacific Ave. Ste. 7 • 476-9991
Behind Chili's
~ - $2.00 off - Not valid with other offers

j

en daily for lunch and dinner
157 W. Adams Street, Stockton

464-2739

Complimentary sodas
all designated drivers

/J

7
11
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SPORTS

1996-97
"We're going to be the Bad the likes of Michigan
Michigan
News Bears," said Haley dur and
ing Fall practice. "I expect my State, UOP faced
of
their
players to play hard and one
toughest sched
mean."
ever.
Haley's first win was a 14-9 ules
victory over UC Davis on Winning their
Sep. 28 at Chris Kjeldsen home opener
Pool.
At
the
NorCal over Drexel 2-1,
Tigers
Tournament, the Tigers beat the
Air Force and Navy but lost played tough
C. COLTON
the
to Cal and UCLA. Not a bad at
Paciflcan Sports Editor
showing for a team with a H a w k e y e
first-year coach. A13-12 over Tournament in
Hard to believe the school time win at UC Davis was a Iowa.
year is almost over. Here's a big highlight for the team.
The young
look back at the 1997-98 UOP Roman Yegiyants game-win team of most
sports year that was:
ning goal came 27 seconds ly
sopho
Fall
mores
and
into OT.
Women's Volleyball
Postseason was no lock for freshmen was
The first thouroughbred the Tigers as they lost to Long
out of the gate was the Beach State to determine the
women's volleyball team and No. 8 seed for the MPSF
they roared out to a 10-2 start. Tournament, thus ending
Junior Elsa Stegemann was their season at 7-11 overall
lost for the season only six and 1-7 in MPSF.
games in after she tore the
Women's Soccer
ACL in her left knee in a loss
The women's soccer team
at
Nebraska.
Freshman at Pacific has come a long
Danielle Shinn stepped in way. That was proven with a
and performed like a veteran, spectacular
season
that
killing 327 balls, the second brought them their ......first
most on the team. Jennica Western Regional ranking led jby three upperclassmen NCAA Tournament cam
Smith led the team with 420 (No, 7 ) ever, not to mention w ho made the All Conference paign, the Tigers returned 7kills.
the program's best ever finish team. Senior Kim Gartland, foot-1
center
Michael
Senior Addie Hauschild at 14-6. Wendy Woolgar dom who started every match in Olowokandi and opened the
was no slouch herself, with inated and received two Big her Pacific career, junior season with a successful
327 kills and a team-leading West Player of the Week Sarah Wright, who led the "Midnight Madness" at
39 service aces. After tough awards, scored 10 goals to team with three goals and Main Gym. UOP started
losses to Sac State, Long become the Pad:ie single-sea five assists on the season and out 3-0 but hit some bumps
Beach State and UCSB, son recotti-hofder, had 12 senior Jocelyrt Castillo who in losses to Santa Clara,
Hauschild helped the Tigers assists to-give her 32 points ended the season with 137 Valparaiso, and Butler.
rebound to wins over on the seaib
in ten starts. UOP fin
Wins against Pepperdine,
Pepperdine and then-No. 6 to third tear# All-West ished 7-13 on the Season, y
St. Mary's (on ESPN) and
ranked Florida to win the
Malley remembeiid
C
Fresno State (85-74 at
UOP
Banker's
Classic.
Pulling a huge upset, UOP f Dan Malley, UOP's assis- the Spanos Center)
Hauschild
was
named beat then-No 19 in the nation tant athletic director in charge set them back on
Tournament MVP and ended BYU, 3-2. It was arguably the of academics, passed a\vay track. Their next
her illustrious career at the biggest win in the history of Nov. 7, 1997 after battling
•V
Spanos Center. Her $ister the five-year program and leukemia for 22 months.
Megan joins the team next Michelle Gardner's goal in Malley originally came to
year as a freshman.
the 90th minute of the game Pacific as a volunteer assisfive games on
In NCAA Tournament providoci the orange and tant footl&lj cojpi in 1989. the road vyere close but all
action, UOP got revenge on black with the win.
Malley's!°r was felt all over ended up losses. A wellSac State but lpst to
Gardner, Darlene Okita campus from athletes to the played 67-61 loss at Stanford,
Washington in the second (team leader with 13 assists), administration.
a heartbreak in OT at Baylor,
round. The UOP women's v- Dana Vasquez mid goalie Kim
"^He/cared for the stu another heartbreak at Illinois
ball squad finished 23-9 on McCaskey (1.32 goals against dents," said men's basketball
State and two road losses to
the year and ranked No. J6.
averages) all were a large part player
Rayne Mahaffey. start the Big West season
Men's Water Polo
of the success. Freshmen K.J. Malley's'good friend, Mike
From then oh, the Tigers
Just (Jays before FaB camp, Nishikawa
and
Kristen Millerick, UOP's sports infor went on 1 tear winning 16
Mike Haley was hired as the Rogers made significant con mation director, said, "It's a
games in a row and landing
men's water polo coach. tributions as well.
huge loss, not only to Pacific into the finals of the Big West
Haley, a former UOP water
Despite losing 2-1 to UC athletics, but to the world " Tournament. In the final,
polo star took the job on an Irvine in the Big West MaHey was 32.
Olowokandi poured in 32
interim basis and was aided Tournament, it wai the culmi
points and 10 boards but his
bv assistants and former nation of a wonderful season.
Winter*
teammates could hardly hit a
players/ Ifracl Schumacher
Field Hockey
Men's Basketball
shot as Utah State went on to
and Todd Ffosmer.
Opening the season with
Following a successful receive the automatic bid to

The Year
in Sports
1997-98

THE PACIFIC

the NCAA Tournament
Olowokandi played like
man among boys, averj >
ing over 22 points and v '
rebounds a game in }X:'.
haps the finest single
season performance,
ever by a Pacific W
His five Big V\est
Player of the Week
awards and his Bi^
West Player of the Year
distinction garnered him
national attention and he
should be a top draft pick
UOP's baseball team
has a great shot in
the Big West
Tournament

in the NBA Draft on June 24
Fresno State returned for a
first round NIT Tournament
matchup at
Mi
t h

Jodie
Vlasak

Spanos Center
against
the
Tigers and this
time prevailed 7371 Gone with the
loss was UOP's first
stay into the NIT as well a- a
30-game home winning
streak, the second longist in
the nation at the time. Adam
Jarobsen, Rayne Mahatte\
Woliczko turned
in fantastic seasons and new
and
comets Jason William- •
in
Clay McKnight ehipH
nicely.
Women's Basketba I
With the Yarbrough siste^
new
back in action and a
point guard in Jennifer Mi<•'
the Lady Tigers were
do some damage in
^
West Conference. After ^
their first two games.
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Tigers beat California on a
nizzer beater by Martha
Yarbrough. Pacific had
reviously been 1-21
lifetime
versus
Cal.
ality wins were hard to
:ome by after that.
Conference play started out
slow as the Tigers lost four of
their first five Big West games.
Rebounding against Idaho
and Long Beach State for a
pair of home wins was good
news for UOP but losing the
aext three games (two to
UCSB and Cal Poly once)
nearly kept them out of post
season.
Eden Palacio poured in 43
points at Long Beach State but
it wasn't enough as the Tigers
fell short 78-77. Palacio
canned 9-of-ll three-pointers,
and the Tigers managed to
make
the
Big
West
Tournament as a No. 4 seed.
Ousted by No. 1 seed Boise

placed higher

a second-place
finish in the 400yard freestyle relay
behind Nevada and
in the 200 free, senior
Shauna Larsen took
second. Freshman
Cari Bertrand also
took second in the
100 breaststroke,
senior Maggie Phillips
took fourth in the 100
backstroke and Kenna Sasser
took fourth in the 400 indi
vidual medley.
The team won meets
against San Jose State, Tufts,
and swam well against Cal.
The men's swim team did
produce a Big West champ in
Liko Soules-Ono in the 100

Dylan Herrick

state, the Tigers (9-18) played
lard and gave the Broncos a
good fight. Lone senior Cathy
Lauritzen had 11 points in the
season finale and averaged
just over eight points and
four rebounds a game on the
season. Sarah
Yarbrough
averaged
almost
11
points a game
and was named sec
ond team Academic AllAmerica Team.
Swimming
The women's swim
team did some
thing they had
never done before.
They took third
[place at the Big
W
e
s
t

L.

Ihampionship
neet where they had never

butterfly. His teammate Andy
Thurman went second in the
200 freestyle and fourth in the
1650. Soules-Ono also
managed third place
in the 200 butterfly.
The team took
fifth overall but
their 800 yard
freestyle
relay
team of Thurman,
Pat Donlin, Bryan
Basye and Marcelo
Tonelli took second.
First-year coach Ray
Looze hopes to add
more swimming only
athletes next year as sev
eral of his swimmers
were also on the men's
water polo team.
Spring
Tennis
Men's
tennis said
goodbye to
senior Ole Olsen with a 9-12
record this past season. After

losing their first four matches,
the Tigers won six straight.
Freshmen Kengo Usui and
Peter Szczepanski played well
for the Tigers as did
Alexander Fiedler. They
struggled to win even
one match at the Big
West Tournament as
the No. 7 seed. Olsen
and Rishi Patel at 9-5
were the best dou
bles combo.
Unlike
their
male counterparts,
the women played
their best tennis
down the stretch as
they rallied
to
knock off both a No.
2 and No. 3 seed at the
Big West Tournament
before taking second
place to Boise State.
Dina Dajani was 1715 on the year and
Diana D'Audney

had the best record on the
team at 15-9. Kendra Lamb
and Bente Grina teamed up
for a tough doubles combina
tion at 12-8, mostly in the No.
1 doubles spot.
Men's Volleyball
"Croation Sensation" Vladi
Andric was lost for the season
early on and the Tigers strug
gled without him. The road
was their toughest foe as they
were 2-9, while going 6-9 in
the friendly confines of the
Spanos Center. Freshmen
Kevin Jones (161 kills), Tim
Jenson (314 kills) and Tim
Gerlach (222 kills) eased the
loss of Andric. New setter
Dan Fisher brought some sta
bility to the position although
it took time for him to gel
with his new teammates.
Sophomores Darrell Dilmore
(107 block assists) and Dylan
Herrick (302 kills) were solid
at the net. In front of more
than 6,000 fans each night, the
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Tigers
1

8

(9)

ended
their
season at
Hawaii
with back-toback losses
on Apr. 10
and 11.
Baseball
UOP is currently 25-17
overall and 12-14 in the Big
West. The Tigers' pitching
staff has come together this
year and produced. Darin
Moore has so far been tough
to beat at 7-3 with 73 strike
outs. Kyle May has also
pitched well at 7-4. Hitters
Jason Vorhauer and Tye
Hanseen have provided
power with six and five
homers respectively. New
shortstop Robbie Wood has
gunned down runners effec
tively and center fielder
David
Gradstein
has
anchored the outfield. After
facing Nevada next weekend
to conclude regular season
play, the Tigers are a lock for
the Big West Tournament and
could do quite well.
Softball
After a shaky start, UOP
has settled in 27-20 overall
and 19-10 at second place in
the Big West and are a serious
threat to go to the Regional
Playoffs for the first time since
1985. The season highlight
was Brandee McArthur's nohitter on Apr. 7 against St.
Mary's. She took a
perfect
game
into the seventh inning until
•
s h e

Michael Olowokandi
averaged more than 22
points and 11
rebounds per game this
season and is a likely
top pick in the NBA
Draft on June 24.
L o r i n

Garbarino, Debbie Wilson,
and Jamie Lewis have all
helped the Tigers to their win
ning record.
Golf
Not repeating as Big West
champs for the Tigers was not
so bad since they qualified for
the Regional Tournament.
Sophomore Jason
Preeo
became the Big West individ
ual champion as he rallied
Jennica
from six shots back to win the
Tournament.
He
had
Tournament rounds of 72, 73
Smith led
and 72 and he was the most
consistent Tiger golfer this
the team
season with four top ten fin
ishes. Herb Forster and
Florian Bruhns also had 11
top 20 finishes and three top
10 finishes between them. The
walked a Gael. Leslie
golfers have a legitimate shot
Rodgers has pitched well this
at the NCAA Tournament if
season at 10-5. Freshmen
they do well at Regionals.
Adrienne Ratajczak and
Not a bad year for athletic
Angele Alves have con
director Michael McNeely's
tributed for the Tigers and
inaugural term.
veterans Michelle Cordes,
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Shortstop Robbie
Wood takes a hot

NMSU grounder as h
avoids second base

Q S CORNER

man Mario Vela.

C. COLTON
Pacifican Sports Editor
The state of the program
None of the Big West
champs
repeated
(men's
hoops, women's v-ball, golf).
Sure, the 49ers announced they
will be here this summer and
everyone is excited. I'm disap
pointed that there has not been
more talk of reinstating the
UOP football program.
1 look forward to next year
and hope to see several teams
mature and improve. Of course
everyone is going to say the
men's basketball team is going
to suck next year because of the
departure
of
Michael
Olowokandi to the NBA. I
think the team will still con
tend for the Big West title, but
23 wins is definitely a long
shot. We still need an on-campus baseball facility and stu
dent attendance at sporting
events, although somewhat
better, still needs work.
Club team wrap-up
I would not have had room
to publish all of the club teams
in the yearly review so I will do
it here. Men's soccer enjoyed a
fine season. They finished 9-3-2
and were invited to Georgia for
the
National
Club
Championship but had no
funding and could not attend.
Men's lacrosse fought its
way to a great season in which
they won several games and
made their first-ever postsea
son. After ending the regular
season with a 10-9 comeback
win over a good CSU
Humboldt team, the Tigers lost
to Sac State 12-2. Five players
Wayne Broberg, Jeff Stiff, James
Ward, Steve Cabral, and Joel
Coif made the respective All-

See Corner, page 21

Wood had six hits tc
help the Tigers swee[
the Aggies.
Men's Baseball

Pacific sweeps NMSU in final home stand
STEVE CABRAL
Pacifican Staff Writer

Hebert Field. The first game
looked as if the Tigers were
going to be put away early as
It was a series of comebacks they faced a 5-0 deficit early
and ejections as end of the year and was cut to 5-2 going into
tension built up and fights the bottom of the sixth.
broke out.
Pacific started their come
Pacific (25-17,12-14 Big West) back as Jason Vorhauer
played a hard-fought series smacked his sixth homer of the
against New Mexico State (21- season to cut the lead down to
27, 6-19), and swept the Aggies 5-4 and Chris Moreno drove
in a three-game series at Billy home Robbie Wood to tie the

game 5-5. The game was knot
ted at 7-7 after on and off rain
showers and with two outs in
the top of the ninth Todd Rizzi
was thrown out at the plate by
Jason Vorhauer. A fight broke
out when Rizzi collided with
Pacific catcher Tye Hanseen ,
which led to the ejection of four
players on each team.
When play resumed, center
fielder David Gradstein lined a

double down the left field In
with two outs in the bottom
the ninth to score Kyle M
with the game-winning run I
Pacific. Darin Moore gave i
nine hits and struck out sew
in 7.2 innings of work, and J
Hardcastle (3-2) pitched
innings to earn his third vid
ry of the season before gettii
a concussion from a cheap sh

See Baseball, Page <

Intramural Update
Compiled by Ryan Pinkham

Ryan Newburg high five's with Dave Cattivera for the Sled Dogs.

Softball has officially come The underdog team of tj
to
a
close
and
the Cubs came out ahead in a
Championship results are defeat over Physical, a
that dominated during
final.
regular
season.
In
the
Men's
A
Another upset victo
Championship the men of
1
Pike faced off against Pacific occured in the Co-Roc
House and their powerful sion. Phi Delta Chi ran up
1
score against the
lineup.
shocked
Standard
Errors^
The game was close early
The
Intramural- •
on but the Pacific House
would
like
to thank alloc
offense was too strong, as
Softball Supervisors
they went on to win 9-3.
The Men' B Championship Umpires for putting >•
was another well fought con hard work to create.a su£
test between the Sled Dogs softball season. A d
and the CA Cheesewackers. t h a n k s a l s o g o e s o u t t o The Sled Dogs took the early Dalgety for the great i ^
announcing
lead and never looked back, did
Intramural Champ'®
cruising to a 13-3 victory.
The Co-Rec A playoffs games at Bill Simon. Fie.
came to an unpredicted close.

